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ABSTRACT

The following studies were designed to gain a better understanding of individuality,

social stress and behavioural development in domestic pigs. The frrst study used a series

of behavioural observations and tests to assess the individuality of, and effect of

regrouping stress on, 89 pigs. The studied factors were "approachability",

"exploration," and "aggression". Regrouped pigs took longer to approach a novel object

and human during a novel arena test (NAT) (P=0.01). The second study used the NAT

to classify 222 pigs, as either slow (83-180 s), medium (32-79 s) or fast (0-27 s) to

approach a human. Pigs were sorted into groups of all slow pigs (uniform slow), all fast

pigs (uniform fast) or slow, medium and fast pigs (diverse). Intact litters served as the

control. Pigs in intact litters took less time to approach in the NAT (9.3 versus 28.6 ±

3.03 s; P=0.02), fought less (0.45 versus> 3.61 ± 0.45 fights/pig/hour; P<O.OI) and

tended to grow faster (863 versus 805 ± 21.6 g/day; P=0.09) than pigs in regrouped

treatments. Slow approaching pigs became faster to approach over time (P<0.05) and

fast pigs slowed down (P<0.05). The third study investigated the effect ofpositive

human contact on reactions to novelty and regrouping stress. Half of the 228 pigs

received frequent positive human contact. The pigs were assessed in the NAT, and

classified as either fast or slow to approach a novel object. The pigs were regrouped

based on time to approach (creating uniform or diverse groups) and whether they had

received human contact (conditioned or unconditioned). Pigs that were in conditioned,

uniformly slow to approach groups had longer fight durations (217.8 versus <119.6 ±

34.3 s/pig; P<0.05) than the other regrouping treatments. The NAT is a useful tool for

determining behavioural differences among pigs. Regrouping affected the habituation
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response to the NAT. There are differences in patterns of habituation for slow, medium

or fast approaching pigs. Behavioural conditioning appears to affect the response of

slow approaching pigs to regrouping.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The primary objective of intensive animal agriculture is to produce a quality

product as inexpensively and efficiently as possible. The use ofanimals to meet this

objective necessitates that the needs of the animals are met. As producers strive to meet

the needs of the animals in their care, the guidelines they use are typically aimed at the

average animal, not the individual.

Most people who have a pet would likely be able to pinpoint their pet's

individuality based on behavioural characteristics and infer how their pet interprets

environmental cues or copes in different situations. People who have more than one pet

would also likely be able to distinguish the different 'personality' type of each pet. The

simplicity with which most of us assign our pets a personality type indicates that we

inherently understand that they have different ways of interpreting environmental cues

and in coping with different situations.

In the past, when smaller family-run farms were the norm, it was likely that the

individual needs (nutritional, thermal, psychological) of every animal were met and that

the farmer acknowledged the different personality type or coping style of every animal

in his/her care. The current trend towards large-scale production systems makes it

difficult to consider the individuality of animals, and therefore, only the needs of the

average animal are considered.
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In recent research, there has been an increasing interest in developing a better

understanding of what distinguishes individuals and what defines and causes an

individual's coping strategy. For the advancement of animal welfare, it is important to

ensure that the needs of every individual are met, and that personality types are

understood in order to solve behavioural problems and to ease the effect of stressors. By

gaining a better understanding of behavioural diversity, we could potentially find a

solution to many welfare problems, as opposed to superficially treating them. For

example, why do certain pigs start to tail-bite other pigs? Why do some pigs start belly-

nosing (especially when early weaned), while others are consistently belly-nosed? What

is different about sows that develop stereotypies while housed in gestation crates? Why

are some animals easier to handle than others? Why do some pigs fight when regrouped

with strangers, while others tend to avoid the confrontation? What is it about

someindividuals that enables them to assume a dominant role, while others adopt a

subordinate one?

Are these differences the result of different coping strategies or different

personalities? If the development of an abnormal behaviour is a coping mechanism,

does this indicate that the animal's welfare is improved by performing that behaviour?

For example, in sow housing, the welfare debate has focused on whether sows should be

housed individually or in groups. This dilemma ultimately comes down to a question of

whether sows have improved welfare if they have freedom of movement (but have to

endure aggression) while in groups, or freedom from aggression (but have to endure

restricted movement) while in stalls. However, this is not a fair question ifwe are not

willing to explore our ability to evaluate individuals that are better able to cope in one

housing system over another. Ifwe could determine what a stable dominance hierarchy
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consists of, then perhaps, a stable hierarchy could be pre-formed from the outset, such

that fighting to establish one's position in the hierarchy could be minimized. Even when

fighting occurs to establish a hierarchy, the end of the fighting usually is accepted as an

indication that a stable hierarchy has been formed. However, it is possible that some

animals have unwillingly accepted a lower position in the hierarchy, which could result

in chronic stress for that individual. The concept of accepting the inherent individuality

among animals, and not merely attributing it to statistical error, may also have

consequences for other areas of animal research.

The hypotheses of this thesis are that behavioural diversity in pigs can be

quantified, that a stable dominance hierarchy can be pre-formed based on the

behavioural composition, and that coping skills can be improved based on early

experiences.

1.1 OBJECTIVES

The primary objectives of the studies conducted for this thesis were to gain a better

understanding of the behavioural diversity that exists among pigs, to determine if the

social environment can be manipulated to produce social stability and to determine if

coping skills can be improved. In order to meet this main objective, the following

specific objectives were met:

i) To determine a method of identifying individual pigs based on behavioural

characteristics;

ii) To determine the effect of regrouping on individual behavioural

characteristics;
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iii) To determine if a stable dominance hierarchy could be pre-formed, such that

regrouping aggression is decreased;

iv) To determine the effect of frequent positive human interaction on

behavioural development;

v) To determine the effect of the 'human interaction treatment' on subsequent

regrouping aggression and on performance.
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2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 INTRODUCTION

An animal's behaviour is influenced both by its genetics and its environment.

Social relationships are a major component of the environmental influence affecting an

animal's behaviour. When animals enter a new social environment, it is expected that

some behavioural characteristics will change, and some will stay the same, due to the

environment and genetics, respectively.

Regrouping ofpigs is a common practice in commercial swine production.

When unfamiliar pigs are mixed together, a new and stable dominance hierarchy must

be formed. In order to gain stability within the social structure, pigs will initially fight

vigorously in order to determine the dominant and subordinate status of each member in

the hierarchy. The initial fighting that occurs is a welfare concern. The injuries that are

sustained are an obvious and acute concern. The social stress that may be maintained is

a less obvious and possibly chronic concern.

The effect that a new social environment has on the behavioural characteristics

of individuals is not well understood. Determining individual behavioural

characteristics and any relationship they may have with performance has been the focus

of recent research. Some pigs have been characterized as being more active, while
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others as more passive. Both of these factors have been related to pig performance

(Hessing et al. 1994; Penny et al. 1997; Gonyou et al. 1998). The method of regrouping

pigs with individual behavioural characteristics may affect their growth (Hessing et al.

1994). Understanding individual behavioural differences is important in commercial

production, animal behaviour and welfare.

2.2 TERMINOLOGY

Research into behavioural diversity and temperament has covered a diverse

group of species including dogs (Goddard and Beilharz 1984), mice (Benus et al. 1987),

octopi (Mather and Anderson 1993), pigs (Hessing et al. 1994; Forkman et al. 1995;

Erhard et al. 1997, 1999) primates (Watson and Ward 1996) and hyenas (Gosling 1998).

The use of the term 'personality' to describe the behavioural variation within and among

individual animals is becoming more widely accepted. Some authors use the term

temperament to refer to the emotional component ofpersonality (Randle 1998). Pervin

and John (1997) defined personality as the distinctive pattern ofbehaviour by an

individual that does not change over time or in different situations and cannot be

attributed to differences in sex and age only.

The focus ofpast research directed towards understanding and explaining

behavioural diversity was to develop ethograms or logs documenting differences in

specific behaviours as opposed to differences in personality traits. Recent research into

animal personality has focused on determining how the specific behaviours combine to

form personality traits. For example, an aggressive trait may include biting and

scratching behaviours (Gosling 1998). However, a single aggressive incident ofbiting
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and scratching people would not be sufficient evidence that an animal has an aggressive

personality, it would only indicate that the animal was in an aggressive mood or state at

that particular instant (Erhard and Schouten 2001). If, however, the animal was

frequently observed to be biting and scratching people over time, then aggression could

be considered a fundamental personality trait.

A personality type is defined when different traits are linked together and are

predictable in different situations. The use of factor analysis as an empirical approach to

understand the components ofpersonality traits is becoming a common approach in the

study of the behavioural variation among animals (Forkman et aI. 1995). Factor analysis

is a method used to determine the relationships among a large number of variables

measured for each individual. .The resulting factors represent the important personality

traits. Factor analysis has been used to determine personality traits of octopi (Mather

and Anderson 1993), pigs (Forkman et al. 1995; Andersen et al. 2000; Giroux et al.

2000), and humans (McCrae and Costa 1987). The personality model in human

psychology suggests that there are five fundamental personality types (McCrae and

Costa 1987). Their 'OCEAN model' includes five factors: openness to experience,

conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness and neuroticism.

2.3 COPING

A component of an individual's personality type can be defined by how that

individual copes with aversive situations (Erhard and Schouten 2001). An animal's

ability to adapt to and thrive in 'unnatural' environments is the essence of its ability to

cope and is at the core of animal welfare concerns regarding food animal production.
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Broom (1991) believes that an animal's welfare can be judged based on the animal's

ability to cope with its environment. In commercial swine production, barren

environments and unstable social groups are two common challenges affecting pigs of

all age groups (Wechsler 1995). Because animals cannot change the environment that is

provided for them, they must develop a coping strategy to deal with the aversive

situation. If the animal's coping strategy is unsuccessful, then the development of

abnormal behaviour may result (Broom 1991). It has been suggested (Cronin and

Barnett 1987; Wiepkema et al. 1987) and challenged (Terlouw et al. 1991; von Borell

and Humik 1991) that the development of stereotypies represents a successful coping

mechanism.

Animals can differ in their responses to environmental change and challenge as a

means of learning about, and surviving in, their environment through exploratory

behaviour (Verbeek et al. 1994). Animals will react in situations that threaten

homeostasis (Benus et al. 1987). Coping maintains homeostasis by the individual's

response alleviating the negative effects of the stressor. Coping theory suggests that two

coping strategies exist in stressful situations within a population (Benus et al. 1987;

Wiepkema et al. 1987; Schouten and Wiepkema 1991). Individuals of the same species

can respond by either an active response (attempt to remove the stressor or flee from it)

or a passive response (freeze and gradually withdraw). Each strategy appears to have a

corresponding physiological response. The sympathetic-adrenomedullary system

appears to correspond to the active coping strategy (with increased heart rates), whereas

the pituitary-adrenocortical system corresponds to the passive coping strategy (leading

to adrenal hypertrophy) (Hessing et al. 1994; Ruis et al. 2001b). The success of either

strategy seems to depend on the environment. If the environment is stable, the active
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strategy is the most efficient, whereas the passive strategy is more effective in a variable

environment (Benus et al. 1987). The predisposition for either strategy is the result of

genetics and early experience.

Wechsler (1995) has proposed that the behavioural repertoire of laboratory and

farm animals is more diverse than the existence of a simple dichotomy of responses. An

animal would have better chances of adaptation and survival if a variety of options were

available. Wechsler's theory is that the following options are available in response to a

stressor: 'escape', 'remove', 'search' and 'wait'. By escaping from the aversive

stimulus, the distance between the individual and the stimulus is increased, which may

decrease the effects of the stressor. The 'remove' strategy involves the animal

interacting and physically deleting the effects of the stressor. For example, the

aggression that results when unfamiliar pigs meet could be due to each pig's need to

remove its opponent and restore social order. The 'wait' strategy typically results when

the 'escape' and 'remove' strategies have failed. Instead ofwasting energy by

repeatedly attempting to escape from or remove the aversive stimulus, the animal may

wait for the aversive situation to change, thereby conserving energy in the process. This

strategy may result in 'learned helplessness' if the aversive situation does not change. If

an aggressive pig continuously loses fights, it could assume this strategy and avoid

social confrontations. The 'search' strategy is often referred to as 'appetitive

behaviour'. It usually occurs when an animal is searching for the stimulus required to

result in a specific behaviour. For example, food restriction usually results in this

coping strategy, as the animal increases levels of exploration and locomotion in order to

find food. A more diverse range of responses would likely be favoured by natural

selection, as opposed to two distinct categories ofresponses. Wechsler suggests that the
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active/passive dichotomy actually includes the range of responses proposed. Wechsler's

'wait' strategy is essentially a passive coping strategy. Whereas, the 'escape', 'remove'

and 'search' strategies proposed by Wechsler, are a range of responses used by animals

that adopt the active coping strategy.

2.4 FEAR: A COPING STRATEGY?

Fear and fearfulness are terms that do not have clear and useful definitions.

Escape and avoidance are terms that tend to be used instead to indirectly describe what

is thought to be a fear response (Boissy 1995). A fear response, which tends to be

characterized by escape or avoidance reactions, is useful for survival. Survival is

enhanced for the individual and its conspecifics. Fear reactions in the wild are usually

the result ofpredators and are considered to be necessary for survival. Perhaps the

degree of fear experienced by intensively raised domestic animals has decreased

compared with their wild counterparts as a result of a lack of predators (price 1984).

However, it is clear among domestic animals that the fear responses still do exist and are

often considered undesirable states for the animals, which leads to reduced welfare.

Testing an animal's response to novelty is typically used in experimental

situations to measure fear (Boissy 1995). An animal can also learn that a stimulus is

fearful if it is connected to a frightening incident. Stimuli can induce fear responses

depending on the physical characteristics. Social situations may also induce fear

responses.

How an animal expresses fear can differ significantly. Boissy (1995) refers to

the different responses of active defense (threat, attack) or active avoidance (flight,
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hiding, escape) and immobility or movement inhibition. Movement inhibition can be

characterized by freezing (followed by gradual movement). Tonic immobility is another

form ofmovement inhibition that indicates a fear state. Observers can also gain

information about the animals' fear state by considering their vocalizations, facial

expressions and production of pheromones. Boissy (1995) suggests that the variety of

responses expressed by different individuals in the same environment could all be

indicators of fear responses. The author further suggests that different coping strategies

could explain the variations in fear responses.

2.5 ASSESSMENT OF INDIVIDUALITY

Manteca and Deag (1993) published a review ofthe methodology used for

assessing the behavioural diversity among domestic animals. Each individual's

behavioural frequency, duration, pattern ofbehaviour and response to environmental

change or challenge should be evaluated.

When assessing the differences that pigs show in response to environmental

change and challenge, the following methods have been used: time to approach a human

(Hemsworth et al. 1986), ease ofmovement down a corridor and time taken to struggle

while being restrained on their back (Lawrence et al. 1991; Hessing et al. 1993; Erhard

et al. 1999), amount of aggression during encounters with unfamiliar pigs (Hessing et al.

1993; Blackshaw et al. 1994; Erhard et al. 1997), and the time to approach novel objects

(Lawrence et al. 1991; Jensen et al. 1995a; Forkman et al. 1995; Boissy and Bouissou

1995; Spoolder et al. 1996; Hemsworth et al. 1996).
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Much ofthe research into behavioural diversity among pigs has focused on

testing the coping theory, with the assumption that a population ofpigs can be classified

as using either the active or passive coping strategy when exposed to environmental

change and challenge. Benus et al. (1991) found a bimodal distribution of responses to

challenge within mouse populations, suggesting two distinct behavioural strategies. The

responses to social and non-social challenges were also found to be correlated, further

supporting an underlying distinction between the two strategies. They found that the

mice selected for short attack latency attacked quickly and had difficulty adapting to

environmental changes. The mice selected for long attack latency were slow to attack

and adapted to environmental changes quickly. The authors have speculated that there

are fitness advantages for two strategies to exist. Mouse populations are characterized

by migrations, regular fluctuations and crashes. Therefore, environmental variability

would support the existence of two distinct coping strategies. In comparison, pig

populations are relatively stable, which would not likely support two distinct coping

strategies (Jensen 1995b).

A common approach to answering the question about the existence of coping

strategies has been to use a series of behavioural tests, ofwhich the 'backtest' has been

the most popular (Hessinget al. 1993; Forkman et al. 1995; Ruis et al. 2000). The

'backtest' is considered a non-social test in which the pig is restrained on its back for

one minute and the degree of resistance is evaluated. It is thought that those pigs that

resist the restraint are adopting an active coping strategy, whereas those that lie

immobile are adopting a passive strategy. Hessing et al. (1993) have suggested that

active and passive coping strategies exist in pigs. The 'backtest' was used and they

classified their pigs as resistant, intermediate or non-resistant. They also used a social
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confrontation test to determine levels of aggression. In the social controntation test, two

or three piglets from one litter were mixed with two or three piglets from another litter.

The test lasted 30 minutes and all aggression was recorded. The results indicated that

pigs classified as resistant were also the most aggressive, whereas non-resistant pigs

were non-aggressive. Hessing et ale (1994) used the same tests in another study and the

pigs were classified as either aggressive/resistant or non-aggressive/non-resistant. When

exposed to an open-field test, the two classes ofpigs had different cortisol responses.

Jensen (1995b) argued that for two such categories to exist, there must be a

bimodal distribution of the scores from a population. There is little evidence that such a

distribution exists within a population ofpigs. The fact that there was an intermediate

category, in Hessing et al. (1993), also suggests that the active/passive distinction was

not clear for every individual. The active and passive coping strategies may not coexist

within a population ofpigs due to the lack of environmental variability compared with

mouse populations. However, Lawrence et ale (1991) argued that there is a continuous

distribution ofbehavioural responses within a population, with the active and passive

strategies being represented at the extremes of the distribution.

Erhard et al. (1999) investigated the relationship between active/passive coping

strategies and tonic immobility in three-week old piglets. Tonic immobility has been

described in poultry as representing a fear response (Jones 1984, 1986). Time of

emergence from a box was recorded, which was followed by a tonic immobility test for

each pig. Following emergence, the tonic immobility test was performed, which was

essentially the 'backtest' described above. The time taken to struggle was considered

the duration of tonic immobility. The tests were repeated on four consecutive days.

There was a relationship between tonic immobility and emergence time on the first day
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of the test. Pigs that struggled also had shorter emergence times and were considered to

be adopting an active strategy, while those that remained immobile took longer to leave

the box and were considered to be adopting a passive strategy. The authors concluded

that tonic immobility might be an initial response to a challenging situation, as opposed

to fear or aversion of the challenging situation. Such that, pigs that display the tonic

immobility response cope passively (freeze) in a challenging situation, and those that do

not display the tonic immobility response cope actively (fight/flight). A relationship

between tonic immobility and the ability to learn a maze task has been found in rats

(McGraw and Klemm 1973). Rats selected for the ability to perform well in a maze task

had passive behavioural responses and were more likely to display the tonic immobility

response than those that were selected for poor performance and showed active

behavioural responses. These results suggest that the type of coping strategy may be

determined by whether an animal displays the tonic immobility response.

Ruis et al. (2000) also used the 'backtest' to classify the extremes ofwhat they

considered a continuum, as either high or low responders. Their classification was based

on the number of escape attempts made during the test. To determine if the response to

the 'backtest' is indeed an indicator of an underlying coping strategy and if it is an

indicator of an underlying personality trait, the authors looked for relationships with

other aspects of behaviour and performance. They found that high responders occupied

the most productive anterior teats and gained more weight during suckling than the low

responders. During the group-competition feeding tests, the high responders were more

aggressive than the low responders, and were also quicker to leave their home pen and

make contact with a human in the first novel environment test compared with low

responders. The second time this test was performed there was no difference between
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high and low responders. Although the authors focused on the two extreme responders

within their sample ofpigs, and found relationships among the response to the 'backtest'

and other measured variables, there is an indication that the active and passive coping

strategies exist as the extreme responses within a normal distribution of responses.

In order to define a personality trait, it is also necessary to demonstrate the

consistency of the responses that define the trait within the same situation (intra

situation consistency) and between different situations (inter-situation consistency). It

must also be demonstrated that the responses are consistent over time. Results of recent

research have reported conflicting conclusions. Lawrence et aI. (1991) exposed

individual pigs to a series ofhandling tests and found that the pigs were consistent in

their responses within different challenges. However, there were no correlations in

responses between the situations found. Schrader (2002) did not find intra- or inter

situation consistency in the responses by dairy cows to a series ofbehavioural tests, but

did find consistency within their general activity patterns. Spoolder et ai. (1996) also

found that gilts show intra-situation consistency, but do not show inter-situation

consistency in response to challenging situations, whereas Thodberg et aI. (1999) found

that gilts showed intra- and inter-situation consistency. Lyons et al. (1988) found that

dairy goats had intra-situation consistency in behavioural responses, whereas Erhard et

aI. (1999) found that the fear that pigs initially expressed in response to an unfamiliar

situation decreased when exposed to the same situation over time.

If responses are shown to be consistent across time and situations, then the

defined traits could be used as predictive tools for different situations (Boissy and

Bouissou 1995). The consistency of the general activities of dairy cows was found to be

sufficient to distinguish individuals and could possibly be used to predict responses to
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stressors (Schrader 2002). If the behaviour in non-social contexts (response to handling)

could be used to predict the behaviour in social contexts (aggressiveness), then

determining if there are any relationships among different behavioural variables could

enable one to predict how an individual would react in different situations (Lawrence et

al. 1991). Benus et al. (1987, 1990) found a link between aggressiveness in a social

setting and efficiency in the performance of a non-social task. Rodents that were more

efficient, in the non-social context of running a maze and avoiding an electric shock,

were also more aggressive in a social situation. Erhard et al. (1997) measured the

aggressiveness ofpigs in response to unfamiliar pigs entering their home pen. They

found that level of aggression measured in the 'resident-intruder' test predicted the level

of aggression the pig would display post-regrouping.

2.6 COPING, INDIVIDUALITY, SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS AND

PERFORMANCE

Individual differences in behaviour have been related to animal performance.

Differences in the temperament of cattle were correlated with differences in growth rate

(Voisinet et al. 1997). Average ~aily gain was higher in cattle that were calm during

handling compared with those that became agitated. Inactive pigs gained more weight

than active pigs (Penny et al. 1997; Gonyou et al. 1998; Giroux et al. 2000). However,

Jones et al. (1999), found that individual differences in behaviour did not reflect

differences in the performance of domestic chicks. If a change in the social environment

can be shown to modify the individual behavioural characteristics that affect

performance, management strategies for different social conditions could change.
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Regrouping aggression is an external stressor that is thought to have

consequences for the subsequent behaviour ofpigs. The effects of external stressors on

the subsequent behaviour of other species have been demonstrated. Rats that had

experienced social defeat, followed by isolation, had more severe negative

consequences, than rats that were housed with a familiar conspecific following social

defeat (Ruis et al. 1999). A minor stressor invoked a stress response for a longer period

of time in isolated rats than in the group-housed rats. Isolated rats also took longer to

become mobile and explore in an open field test than group-housed rats. Similarly,

growing gilts that experienced social defeat followed by isolation did not habituate to a

novel environment test as quickly as gilts that had not experienced defeat and gilts that

had been defeated but were housed with a familiar littermate following the stressor (Ruis

et al. 2001a). They suggest that the increase in emotional arousal due to the defeat and

isolation, may have resulted in the decrease in habituation to the fear-inducing situation.

Similarly, broiler chicks that experienced fear induced during a five-minute restraint test,

had longer tonic immobility when tested an hour later, than those that had not

experienced the initial restraint (Marin et al. 2001).

Pigs are mainly regrouped in commercial swine production in order to create

uniform litter sizes and uniform weight groups. The aggression that results when

unfamiliar pigs are first regrouped is an important animal welfare and economic concern

in modern pig production (Erhard et al. 1997). The integration into a new social group

is a lengthy process that can affect an animal's behaviour and productivity (Moore et al.

1993; Arey and Jamieson 1997). Losing fights following regrouping has been shown to

lower the activity levels of pigs (Fraser 1974). Activity levels and performance in pigs

have been shown to be consistent throughout the nursery and growing-finishing stages,
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when pigs are not regrouped (Gonyou et al. 1998). Regrouping aggression has been

shown to have negative consequences on pig performance (Warris and Brown 1985;

Stookey and Gonyou 1994). However, dominant pigs tend to gain more weight (Mendl

et al. 1992; Giroux et al. 2000). Ifbehavioural changes are permanent, it may affect

the animal's long-term productivity. If the practice of regrouping pigs is going to

continue, it is necessary to determine methods of reducing the aggression that results

post-regrouping.

Regrouping aggression is thought to be the result ofunfamiliarity (Meese and

Ewbank 1973; Stookey and Gonyou 1994). Initial fighting enables pigs to learn their

position within the hierarchy, which leads to eventual stability. Some research has

suggested that regrouping pigs ofuniform weight is most beneficial (Francis et ale 1996),

whereas others have suggested that fighting might be reduced in diverse weight groups

(Rushen 1987; Andersen et al. 2000). Some research has suggested that weight and

aggressiveness/social rank are correlated (McBride et al. 1964; Beilharz and Cox 1967),

whereas other research has not found the same correlation (Meese and Ewbank 1973;

Bradshaw 1992; Mount and Seabrook 1993). Tindsley and Lean (1984) have suggested

that a dominance hierarchy is not formed based on appearances, but is based on the

proof of fighting skill and the ability to defeat others and maintain one's status.

However, heavier pigs were found to be more involved and more successful during the

initial vigorous fighting just after regrouping (D'Eath 2002).

Hessing et ale (1994) found that aggression decreased and performance increased

if groups were behaviourally diverse. Pigs were classified based on a 'backtest' as either

resistant, non-resistant or doubtful. The authors suggested that resistant pigs were also

more aggressive and were adopting an active response, and that non-resistant pigs were
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less aggressive and were adopting a passive response. Their results suggested that faster

social stability and greater performance were achieved through a diverse group

composed of resistant and non-resistant pigs. Social instability and poor performance

resulted from uniform groupings ofpigs classified as all resistant or all non-resistant.

These findings are, to some extent, in contrast to the findings by Erhard et aI. (1997).

They concluded that regrouping all low aggressive pigs resulted in less intensive

fighting and faster group cohesion. However, both Hessing et al. (1994) and Erhard et

al. (1997) found that grouping all resistant (as in Hessing's study) or all high aggressive

pigs (as in Erhard's study), resulted in the highest aggression and the lowest

productivity. Andersen et aI. (2000) found no differences in the amount of aggression

between uniform groups of either all heavy or all light pigs. They only found a

differe~ce between the diverse and uniform weight groups. Vigilance is required when

proposing that an animal's response in a standardized test situation is predictive of their

response during a social encounter with an unfamiliar animal (Mendl and Deag 1995;

Jensen 1995b). Mendl and Deag (1995) suggest that the coping strategy chosen dwi.ng

the test situation may predict the animal's initial response during a novel social

encounter, but that the response could change over time because of the dynamic nature

of social relationships.

The pigs' social structure is more complex than merely the existence of dominant

and subordinate relationships (Mendl et al. 1992; Mendl and Deag 1995). They have

described 'high success', 'low success' and 'no success' pigs. 'High success' pigs were

those that could displace at least as many pigs as displaced them. They were the most

active and aggressive, and engaged in many social interactions. The 'no success' pigs

were the exact opposite of the 'high success' pigs, in that they were not successful in
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displacing other pigs, were inactive, avoided social interactions and were not aggressive.

The largest group ofpigs was classified as the 'low success' pigs. The'low success'

pigs were able to displace some pigs, but tended to be displaced by others more often.

This group was also classified based on their intermediate amount of aggression, activity

and involvement in social interactions. The main distinguishing feature between the

subordinate classes of 'low' and 'no success' pigs, is that the 'low success' pigs would

continue to engage in agonistic interactions and consequently receive the most attacks.

On the other hand, the 'no success' pigs would avoid agonistic encounters altogether.

Similarly, it has been found that in response to a stressor, aggressive mice tend to

assume an active behavioural strategy; whereas non-aggressive mice would respond

either actively or passively (Benus et al. 1989). Interestingly, the 'high' and 'no

success' pigs experienced similar physiological responses, which indicated that they

were experiencing less stress than the 'low success' pigs as they integrated into their

new social group (Mendl et al. 1992; Mendl and Deag 1995). These results suggest that

the 'low success strategy' (engaging in fights regardless of continuous defeat) is more

stressful than adopting one of the two extreme strategies of 'high' (winning, therefore

continuing to engage in fights) or 'no success' (realizing inabilities and avoiding

agonistic interactions). Ruis et al. (2001 a) have suggested that when dominant and

subordinate individuals coexist, chronic stress among subordinate individuals results

from continuous threats, even after the initial regrouping aggression. Stookey and

Gonyou (1994) have also suggested that the persistence of threats and submissive

behaviour, which are observed after the initial overt and vigorous fighting has subsided,

could be an indication that the group is not necessarily stable and cohesive. The lack of

group cohesion could result in chronic stress among the pigs, which could have caused
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the reduction in weight gain to persist over the two weeks of the trial. Pigs with a

greater aggressiveness score, obtained prior to regrouping during a resident-intruder test,

showed more bullying behaviour and continued threats towards other pigs after a

seemingly stable dominance hierarchy was formed (D'Eath 2002).

In addition to manipulating the initial group composition, by weight or

behaviour, a number of other methods have been used in attempts to reduce regrouping

aggression. Some examples that have not been very successful include providing hide

areas (McGlone and Curtis 1985; Luescher et al. 1990), masking odours and using

sedatives (Luescher et ala 1990) and environmental enrichment (Schaefer et al. 1990;

Arey and Franklin 1995). Pre-exposure of unfamiliar pigs prior to regrouping has been

variously reported as being both successful (Fraser 1974; Jensen and Yngvesson 1998)

and unsuccessful (Rushen 1988; Stookey 1991) at reducing aggression. Regrouping in

the dark (Barnett et al. 1994) and at younger ages (Pitts et al. 2000; D'Eath 2002) have

been successful at reducing aggression. The use of individual rea~tions to non-social

challenges and age as predictive tools to determine which pigs would fight with

unfamiliar pigs did not prove to be successful (Jensen 1994). However, individual

aggression in response to a social challenge did prove to be successful for predicting

level of regrouping aggression (Erhard et al. 1997; D'Eath 2002). The social challenge

in both studies involved a resident-intruder test used to assess individual aggressiveness

prior to regrouping.

The above studies illustrate the efforts directed towards decreasing regrouping

aggression. A better understanding of individuality should aid in this endeavour and
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give insight into the adaptability to, and coping mechanisms in, stressful situations. It is

also important to better understand social structure, and how changes in it can affect

welfare and productivity.

2.7 HUMAN INTERACTIONS AND COPING ABILITIES

Fear ofhumans by animals is greatly influenced by their experiences. Greater

fear results when animals have experienced aversive handling compared with positive

handling as shown in pigs and calves (Hemsworth et al. 1986; Hemsworth and Barnett

1991; de Passille et al. 1996; Lensink et al. 2000a). Lensink et al. (2000b and 2001)

found that positive human interaction with calves resulted in decreased fear of humans

and environmental change. Calves that received extra human contact did not retreat

when a human approached them within their pen. These calves also appeared to deal

with a stressful situation better, as they were easier to load onto a truck and had a lower

heart rate during the loading process. Handling was improved and capturing time

decreased for heifers that were brushed and led with a halter during the first nine months

of life (Boissy and Bouissou 1988).

The question has been posed as to whether 'positive' human contact is actually

perceived as being positive by cattle. Research into answering this question has

indicated that brushing and 'gentling' by humans are not positive reinforcement for beef

cattle. The cattle just seem to habituate to the procedure (Hemsworth et al. 1996;

Boivin et al. 1998). However, pigs seem to find positive human contact rewarding

(Hemsworth et ale 1996).
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The effect that 'positive' human contact with dairy cattle had on their ability to

cope with the stress of social isolation in novel surroundings during milking has also

been investigated (Rushen et al. 2001). The results indicated that brushing the cows

during the stressful situation did not appear to ease the stress responses of a significant

number of the cows. The authors suggested that because the cows were not used to

being brushed, the experience may have been perceived as negative (even though the

cows were introduced to this type of treatment before the study began). Hemsworth et

al. (2000) also found that positive human-animal interactions and milk yield were

negatively correlated.

In studies involving goats, quail and chickens, the question ofwhether

decreasing the animal's fear of humans is generalized to other fear-provoking stimuli

has been investigated (Lyons 1989; Jones et al. 1991; Jones and Waddington 1992). The

results from the studies involving quail and chickens suggest that the level of fear is

stimulus-specific. Such that, the fear towards humans was modified and decreased, but

the fear towards novel stimuli was not affected. However, the results from the study

involving goats indicated that positive human contact decreased not only the fear of

humans, but also the fear ofnovelty. Hemsworth et al. (1996) also found that when pigs

received frequent positive interactions with humans, their fear towards humans and

novel stimuli was reduced. Therefore, there is some indication that stimulus

generalization is possible.
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2.8 SUMMARY

Behavioural diversity in animals has been assessed using a number of different

methods. In pigs, the research has focused on using different methodologies to

determine if different coping strategies exist. Consistency in behavioural responses

across time and situations in some studies has suggested that two distinct strategies

(bimodal distributions of active versus passive responders) exist within a population.

Whereas, other studies suggest that this clear distinction is not possible, and offer

evidence that a continuous distribution of responses, with extremes of active and passive

responders, is more likely.

Regrouping aggression is a stressor that has been shown to affect the behaviour

and performance ofpigs. However, the type of effect this stressor will have appears to

depend on the 'personality' type of the individual.

Frequent human interaction with animals has been shown to change their

subsequent responses to humans. Some studies have also suggested that decreased fear

ofhumans can be generalized to decreased fear of other novel stimuli.

The goals of this doctoral thesis are to establish a reliable method for

distinguishing among individual pigs and to determine if regrouping aggression can be

decreased. Two methods will be used to attempt to decrease regrouping aggression.

The first method will include distinguishing pigs based on their behaviour and then

creating new social groups that are either behaviourally uniform or diverse. The second

method will involve attempting to improve the pigs' coping skills, by changing fear

responses, through positive human interactions.
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3.0 IDENTIFICATION OF BEHAVIOURAL DIVERSITY AND THE EFFECT OF
REGROUPING ON BEHAVIOURl

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Understanding behavioural diversity is important in the study of animal

behaviour and its application to commercial production and welfare. Typically, the

average animal is considered in research and production parameters. However, a better

understanding of individuality could potentially solve current production and welfare

problems. For example, understanding why only certain pigs start tail-biting could give

insight into a solution to the problem, thereby alleviating the production and welfare

implications of the behaviour.

Recent research has been directed towards determining individual behavioural

characteristics ofpigs and if they represent different coping strategies (Hessing et ale

1994; Forkman et al. 1995; Erhard et al. 1999). Various assessments of individual

behaviour have been developed for pigs. Responses to humans (Hemsworth et al. 1986),

IThis study has been published as Hayne, S.M. and Gonyou, H.W. 2003. Effects of regrouping on the
individual behavioural characteristics of pigs. Appl. Anim. Behav. Sci. 82,267-278.
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to handling and restraint (Lawrence et al. 1991; Hessing et al. 1993; Forkman et al.

1995; Erhard et al. 1999), to social encounters (Hessing et al. 1993; Blackshaw et al.

1994; Forkman et a1.1995; Erhard et al. 1997), and to novel objects (Lawrence et al.

1991; Forkman et aI. 1995; Jensen et al. 1995a; Hemsworth et al. 1996; Spoolder et al.

1996) are some of the assessments used. There have been different interpretations of

what individual variation in behaviour represent. For example, Lawrence et al. (1991)

suggest that behavioural categorization ofpigs may not be appropriate. Rather, pigs

may differ in degree along a behavioural continuum. Hessing et al. (1993) suggested

that behavioural variation represents different coping strategies, and that pigs can be

classified as either active or passive copers. Jensen (1995b) criticized this interpretation,

suggesting that there is no evidence for the existence of distinct active and passive

coping strategies in pigs. However, Erhard et al. (1999) have found evidence suggesting

that active and passive coping strategies do exist, but as the extremes ofa behavioural

continuum.

External stressors have been shown to affect the subsequent behaviour of rats,

pigs and chicks (Ruis et al. 1999; Ruis et al. 2001b; Marin et al. 2001). The social

environment represents a major component of the environmental influence affecting an

animal's behaviour. Regrouping, which is common in commercial production and

involves vigorous fighting associated with the establishment of a new social hierarchy,

has been shown to lower the activity levels of the pigs that lose fights (Fraser 1974).

Hessing et al. (1994) found that regrouping pigs based on behavioural uniformity, where

all pigs were resistant in response to restraint, resulted in more aggression. Whereas,

among those pigs that were regrouped into groups with behavioural heterogeneity

(resistant and non-resistant pigs), there was greater weight gain compared with the
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groups with behavioural uniformity. When pigs were not regrouped, consistency in

activity levels and performance were found over time (Gonyou et al. 1998).

The hypotheses of this study are that behavioural diversity can be quantified and

that regrouping aggression has an effect on behaviour. The objectives of this study were

to classify pigs based on behavioural characteristics using a large number ofvariables

over an extended period of time, to determine the distribution of these characteristics,

and to determine what effect regrouping has on those behavioural characteristics.

3.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.2.1 Facilities and Animals

Eighty-nine pigs obtained from nine litters (Pig Improvement Company hybrids,

Airdrie, Alberta) were followed from birth until 18 weeks of age. All pigs were cared

for according to standard procedures, following the Canadian Code of Practice

(Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada 1993) for space allowance and temperature

requirements. Pelleted diets were formulated to meet the nutritional requirements of the

pigs (National Research Council 1998). Male piglets were castrated at three days of age

and all pigs were weaned at three weeks of age.

While in the farrowing facility, pigs were housed in farrowing crates equipped

with heat lamps. While in the nursery facility (three to eight weeks of age), pigs were

housed in raised weaner decks with plastic coated expanded metal flooring, under

thennoneutral conditions, with access to feed and water ad-libitum. Atthe end of the

nursery phase, pigs had an average body weight of 21 kg, such that their space
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allowance was approximately 0.27 m2 per pig (based on 0.035*Body Weight667
). While

in the grow-fmish facility (8 to 18 weeks of age), pigs were housed in floor pens with

concrete slatted floors, under thermoneutral conditions and continued to have access to

feed and water ad-libitum. At the end of this experiment, pigs had an average body

weight of 82.5 kg, such that their space allowance was 0.66 m2 per pig. This research

protocol was approved by the University of Saskatchewan's Animal Care Committee

(#20000004), which is regulated by the Canadian Council on Animal Care.

All litters remained unmixed, with one litter per pen, until the end of the nursery

phase. All pigs were weighed, ear-tagged, moved and sorted into a new grow-finish

room at eight weeks of age. The pigs were sorted into their new pens such that four

litters were regrouped and five remained intact. Regrouping was accomplished by

combining five pigs from each of two litters into each pen.

3.2.2 Behavioural Observations

Data on general activity and social behaviour were collected at specific times

throughout the entire experimental period. Scan sampling of each pig's behaviour was

conducted for two hours per day in the morning (from 0900 to 1100), at five minute

intervals, twice per week (on Wednesday and Friday) for three weeks during the

suckling period. This resulted in 144 observations per pig. During the nursery and

grow-finish periods, scan sampling was conducted for four hours per day (from 0900 to

1300), at ten minute intervals, twice per week (on Wednesday and Friday) for three and

four weeks in the nursery and grow-finish phases, respectively. This resulted in 144 and

192 observations per pig, respectively. Based on this data, time budgets for eating,
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drinking, lying, standing, sitting, chewing (doing and receiving) and belly-nosing (doing

and receiving) were determined for each pig. Continuous observations were used to

collect information on the social behaviour of each pig. Social behaviour included

fighting, displacements and playing. Each pen was observed for 30 minutes in the

afternoon, twice per week (on Thursday and Friday), for three weeks during the suckling

and nursery periods (total of three hours) and four weeks during the grow/finish period

(total of four hours). Data was also collected on individual teat order consistency,

suckling and suckling bout involvement during an average of 15 suckling bouts per pig,

while the piglets were with the sow.

3.2.3 Behavioural Tests

All pigs were individually subjected to a series ofbehavioural tests while in the

nursery and grow-finish phases. During the nursery phase, the tests were performed

when the pigs were four (nursery Test 1) and seven (nursery Test 2) weeks of age, and in

grow-finish, when they were 12 (grow-finish Test 3) and 17 (grow-finish Test 4) weeks

ofage. The tests included response to restraint (the 'backtest), ease of movement,

response to human approach and approach to humans and novel objects. The tests were

consistently given in the above order. The test order could have affected the results of

the tests. However the fact that all the pigs were tested in the same order would likely

equalize this effect among all the pigs. There were two observers scoring each pig's

response to the tests with a subjective scoring system.

The 'backtest' in the nursery phase was similar to that used by Hessing et al.

(1993). During this test, each pig was placed on its back in a V-trough and restrained for
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one minute. In the grow-finish phase, each pig was restrained in a corner using a

herding board for one minute. The pig's response was scored according to Lawrence et

ale (1991)'s scoring system:

1) no resistance after initial restraint «10 s)

2) some resistance for minority of test

3) some resistance for majority of test

4) considerable resistance for majority, but not all of test

5) considerable resistance throughout entire test

During the ease ofmovement test, the pigs were scored based on their willingness to

move down a novel corridor (based on Lawrence et al. 1991):

1) walked or ran down the corridor

2) walked easily, only hesitating to show interest

3) hesitated, but continued moving without human contact

4) stopped, but showed no physical resistance to move with human contact

5) stopped, offered physical resistance to move on human contact

The time taken to complete the course was also recorded.

The response to human approach test (based on Lawrence et al. 1991) consisted of

each pig being approached within a 0.5 m distance by a human at the conclusion of the

ease ofmovement test. The following scoring system was used to record each pig's

response:
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1) no response

2) mild flinching response

3) retreated from observer

4) retreated, vocalizing

5) attempted to escape

The approach to human test involved testing each pig in a novel arena according

to the procedure ofHemsworth et al. (1986). The arena had six sides, each at a height of

1.25 m and the diameter of the arena was 2.0 m (Figure 3.1). Each pig was given two

minutes to acclimate to the novel arena. The human entered the arena and sat at the

entrance during the nursery phase or stood erect and stationary in the grow-finish phase.

The human subject in the novel arena was unfamiliar to the pigs. Each time the test was

conducted, a different novel person was used. Pigs can discriminate between colors

(Klopfer 1966), therefore to increase the novelty of the person, blue coveralls were worn

during the two tests in the nursery period and red coveralls were worn during the tests in

the grow-finish period. The following information on the pig's approach behaviour was

recorded for three minutes:

1) Time taken for pig to approach within 0.5 m of the human

2) Total time pig spends within 0.5 m ofthe human

3) Time taken for pig to interact with (contact) the human

4) The number of interactions with the human and any biting, nosing or jumping
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1.2m

Entrance

Figure 3.1 Diagram of novel arena used for behavioural testing. The time taken to
approach within 0.5 m of the person was recorded when the pig's head crossed the
dashed line.
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Following the test, the human exited the arena and left a novel object where they

were sitting in the test arena. The time taken to approach and investigate the object was

recorded. The novel objects included a red bucket (Test 1), a blue feed scoop (Test 2),

an orange ball (Test 3) and a green plastic garbage can lid (Test 4).

3.2.4 Statistical Analysis

Spearman's rank correlation coefficient was used to determine inter-observer

reliabilities of the two observers scoring of each pig's response during the first restraint

(rs = 0.62), movement (rs = 0.90) and response to human (rs = 0.87) tests. Principal

factor analysis with varimax rotation was used as a data reduction technique, in order to

determine the primary characteristics that distinguished among individuals. The data

collected until the end of the nursery phase and the data collected during the grow-finish

phase were subjected to separate factor analyses, in order to determine if regrouping

caused a change in factor structure. Variable loadings greater than 0.30 were considered

significant at the P = 0.05 level. Therefore, loadings of greater than 0.30 were included

in the factor structure unless the variable had a stronger association with another factor.

A number ofvariables did not load onto any of the factors and were excluded from

further analysis. An analysis ofvariance was performed using the general linear model

procedure (SAS Institute Inc., 1990) on the nursery data to assess whether pigs that were

subsequently regrouped differed in behavioural characteristics prior to grow-finish.

Analysis ofvariance was performed on the grow-finish data to determine ifregrouping

had an effect. The experimental unit for the analysis of variance was the pen.
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3.3 RESULTS

3.3.1 Factor Extraction

Three primary orthogonal factors were identified using principal factor analysis

of the nursery data (Table 3.1). The factors primarily distinguished between pigs based

on their response to humans and novel objects and activity levels: level of

approachability (factor one), their willingness to move down a novel corridor: level of

exploration (factor two), and their involvement in social displacement activities: level of

aggression (factor three). These three factors explained 26% of the total variance. Intra

situation consistency was indicated for factors one and two, based on the loading of

variables from both novel arena tests onto factor one and variables from both ease of

movement tests loading onto factor two. The pig scoring coefficients had continuous

distributions for factors one, two and three (Figures 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4).

The analysis of the data from the grow-finish phase identified three primary

factors (Table 3.2). The factors primarily distinguished pigs based on their response to

humans and novel objects: level of approachability (factors one and two) and their ease

ofmovement and involvement in social displacements: level of exploration / aggression

(factor three). Thus, it appears that factor one (nursery) had become two separate factors

in the grow-finish phase, with variables from the third novel arena test loading onto

factor one, and variables from the fourth test loading onto factor two. Factors two and

three (nursery) combined to become a single factor in the grow-finish phase. In an

attempt to create a simpler solution, various unsuccessful rotations were attempted.
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Table 3.1. The variables that loaded onto each factor in the nursery phase.

Factors

Factor 1:
Level ofApproachability

Factor 2:
Level ofExploration

Factor 3:
Level of Aggression

Variable

Time to approach within 0.5 m ofhuman (Test 1 / 2)
Time to interact with human (Test 1 / 2)
Time spent within 0.5 m ofhuman (Test 1 / 2)
Number of interactions with human (Test 1 / 2)
Time to interact with novel object (Test 1 /2)
Time spent lying (in farrowing room / nursery)
Time spent standing (in nursery)

Time to move down a novel corridor (Test 1/2)
Score on movement test (Test 1 /2)
Time spent standing (in farrowing room)
Time spent lying (in farrowing room)

Time involved in social displacements
(in farrowing room /nursery)
Performing displacements
Receiving displacements

Loading

0.70/0.69
0.71/0.73

-0.61/-0.72
-0.68 / -0.62
0.46/0.45
0.42/0.43

-0.47

0.70/0.58
0.47/0.24
0.45

-0.47

0.38/0.70
0.49
0.43
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Figure 3.2. Frequency distribution ofpig scores for Factor 1 (level of approachability)
during the nursery phase
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Figure 3.3. Frequency distribution ofpig scores for Factor 2 (level ofexploration)
during the nursery phase.
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Figure 3.4. Frequency distribution of pig scores for Factor 3 (level ofaggression) during
the nursery phase.
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Table 3.2. The variables that loaded onto each factor in the grow-finish phase.

Factors (Grow-Finish)

Factor 1:
Level ofApproachability

Factor 2:
Level ofApproachability

Factor 3:
Level ofExploration!Aggression

Variable

Time to approach within 0.5 m ofhuman (Test 3)
Time to interact with human (Test 3)
Time spent within 0.5 m ofhuman (Test 3)
Number of interactions with human (Test 3)
Time spent eating

Time to approach within 0.5 m of human (Test 4)
Time to interact with human (Test 4)
Time spent within 0.5 m of human (Test 4)
Number of interactions with human (Test 4)
Time to interact with novel object (Test 4)

Time involved in social displacements
Performing displacements
Receiving displacements
Being chewed by other pigs
Being belly-nosed by other pigs
Time spent lying
Time spent standing
Time to move down a novel corridor (Test 4)
Score on movement test (Test 4)

Loading

0.77
0.77

-0.68
-0.57
-0.40

-0.74
-0.68
0.81
0.76

-0.43

0.62
0.41
0.45
0.49
0.45
0.60

-0.58
0.49
0.52



These three main factors explained 30% of the total variance. When the variables that

were not associated with any factor were removed from the factor analysis, the total

variance explained increased to 85%. The pig scoring coefficients were continuously

distributed for factors one, two and three (Figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7).

In the nursery phase, there were no differences in mean scoring coefficients on

any of the factors, between those pigs that were subsequently regrouped and those that

remained in intact litters (P>O.l) (Table 3.3). However, there was a marginally

significant difference between regrouped and intact litters on factor one

(approachability) in the grow-finish phase (P=O.06). Factor one was created primarily

from variables collected during the first novel arena test in the grow-finish phase (third

overall). By the fourth novel arena test (during the grow-finish phase), which formed

the basis of factor two, there was a significant difference (P=O.03) between the

regrouped and intact litter treatments. There were no differences between regrouped and

intact litters on factor three in the grow-finish phase.

Factor interpretation was based on variable loadings. The overall response of

pigs that remained in intact litters compared with those that were regrouped was

determined based on how the pigs scored on each factor. Pigs that had been regrouped

showed less approachability in response to humans and novel objects than those that

remained in intact litters. The difference was marginally significant shortly after

regrouping (factor one grow-finish), and increased in magnitude and significance in

subsequent tests (factor two grow-finish). To illustrate these behavioural responses, one

variable from the novel arena test (time to approach within 0.5 m) is graphed in Figure

3.8.
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Figure 3.5 Frequency distribution ofpig scores for Factor 1 (level ofapproachability)
during the grow-finish phase.
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Figure 3.6 Frequency distribution ofpig scores for Factor 2 (level ofapprochability)
during the grow-finish phase.
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Figure 3.7 Frequency distribution ofpig scores for Factor 3 (level of
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Table 3.3. Effects ofregrouping on pig scoring coefficients on each factor (n = 89).

Factor Regrouped Intact SEM P-value

1 (Nursery) Approachabilityl -0.01 0.02 0.11 0.95

1 (Grow-Finish) Approachability 0.37 -0.33 0.11 0.06

2 (Grow-Finish) Approachability -0.39 0.34 0.11 0.03

2 (Nursery) Explorationl 0.23 -0.20 0.11 0.29

3 (Nursery) Aggressionl 0.08 -0.06 0.11 0.88

3 (Grow-Finish) Exploration! -0.04 0.03 0.11 0.60
Aggression

IThis comparison is between those that would subsequently be regrouped and those that would remain as
intact litters in order to show that the samples were similar before the regrouing occurred.
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Figure 3.8 Time to approach within 0.5 m of human in novel arena test (mean ± SEM)
while pigs were in the nursery phase: pre-regrouping (Test 1 and 2) and grow-finish
phase: post-regrouping (Test 3 and 4). The shaded area represents pre-treatment values,
which are included to demonstrate that no differences existed in subsequent treatment
groups (n = 89). .
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In the nursery, there were no differences in approach time between those that were

subsequently regrouped and those that remained in intact litters (Test I: P>O.I; Test 2:

P>O.I).

In the grow-finish phase, during the third novel arena test, both regrouped and

intact litter treatments have reduced approach time. By the fourth novel arena test, the

regrouped treatment has remained more consistent, but the intact treatment has

significantly decreased their approach time (P=O.OI).

The data collected on general activity were not significantly associated with any

of the extracted factors. A summary of the time budgets while pigs were with the sow,

in the nursery and grow-finish phases is presented in Appendix A (Table AI).

3.4 DISCUSSION .

The factors identified in the nursery, before the pigs were regrouped, appear to

be related to level of approachability, level of exploration, and level of aggression. In

the grow-finish phase, after the pigs were regrouped, the factor structure changed. The

same variables were involved in the extraction, but the level of approachability became

represented by two factors and level of exploration and aggression became one factor.

This change in the factor structure is difficult to explain. According to the pattern of

variable loadings on the approachability factor, it appears that each factor represents

opposite extremes of the behavioural continuum. Such that, one of the approachability

factors represents the pigs within the sample that were faster to approach, faster to

interact, had more interactions and spent more time within 0.5 m ofthe person.

Whereas, the other approachability factor represents those that were slower to approach,
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slower to interact, had fewer interactions and spent less time within 0.5 m of the person.

Several rotations were performed in an attempt to create a simpler solution, however,

none were successful. This discrepancy in the factor structure and the small amount of

variance explained by the solutions could be due to the small sample size and the large

number of diverse variables included in the analysis. When the variables that did not

significantly load onto any of the factors were removed from the analysis, the amount of

variation explained increased to 85%.

Naming factors is a difficult task. It usually requires considering the results of

past research. Other research using a series ofbehavioural tests and principal

component analyses of the data found extracted factors whiCh indicate aggression,

sociability and exploration (Forkman et al. 1995), fear ofnovelty and activity (Andersen

et al. 2000) and reaction to humans, active response to stress, passive response to stress,

feeding behaviour and rank order (Giroux et al. 2000). The degree of approachability

found from the data analysis in the current study, could be a factor indicating the pigs'

underlying degree of fear in response to a novel person and object.

In the current study, as expected, there were no differences during the nursery

phase between those that were subsequently regrouped and those that remained in intact

litters. However, differences in level of approachability became apparent in the grow

finish phase, with the regrouped treatment showing less approachability in response to

humans than the intact litter treatment. The intact litter treatment showed a similar

pattern of habituation to this test as was found by Hemsworth et al. (1986). The

regrouped treatment did not follow this pattern ofhabituation. This suggests that the

regrouped treatment continued to experience fear. The only difference in experience

between the treatments was due to regrouping. Environmental change resulted in some
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degree of trauma for the regrouped pigs. Therefore, it appears that they began

associating environmental change with trauma, causing them to remain uncertain,

cautious and fearful in response to change. The intact litter treatment had experienced

environmental changes on several occasions, but never regrouping. These changes

apparently were not as traumatic or frightening as regrouping, and therefore their fear

significantly decreased and they habituated to the situation. Marinet al. (2001) found

that ten-day old broiler chicks that had experienced trauma associated with being

restrained for five minutes, were more fearful than those that had notexperienced the

stress. Fear was assessed by the amount of time spent in the tonic immobility response.

The increased fear was found to continue for at least one hour after the chicks were

restrained. The chicks that were exposed to the frightening experience were also shown

to have greater motivation for social reinstatement. Ruis et ale (1999) found that rats that

had experienced the trauma of social defeat, followed by isolation, had more severe

negative behavioural and physiological consequences, than rats that were housed with a

familiar conspecific following social defeat. A minor stressor was found to invoke a

stress response in isolated rats longer than in the group-housed rats. Over time, isolated

rats continued to take longer to become mobile and explore in an open field test than

group-housed rats. This study provides further support for the adverse and lasting effect,

of what may seem to be a minor stressor, on the alteration ofbehavioural responses. In

the same way that isolation following a stressor prolonged the effects of that stressor in

rats, regrouping pigs with unfamiliar and incompatible pen-mates was shown to

maintain fear responses. Ruis et al. (2001 a) also found that growing gilts that
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experienced social defeat followed by isolation did not habituate to a novel environment

test compared with gilts that had not experienced defeat and gilts that had been defeated

but were housed with a familiar conspecific following the stressor.

3.5 CONCLUSIONS

The novel arena test was a successful method for distinguishing among

individual pigs. We did not find solid evidence supporting any inter-situation

consistency, which agrees with the finding by Jensen et al. (1995a). Although there

were no distinct categories observed, the data from the novel arena test showed some

intra-situation consistency, until habituation occurred. The regrouped treatment did not

show the typical pattern of habituation. This suggests that the change in social

environment that resulted because of regrouping caused those pigs to maintain some fear

and uncertainty about the result of an environmental change. Consistency in the social

environment appeared to result in increased confidence/reduced fear in response to

environmental change, and led to eventual habituation.

The factors we identified primarily distinguished pigs in novel situations. Few of

the 'lifestyle' variables, collected in typical living conditions, scored on the factors.

Perhaps the greatest difference among individuals is how they react to strange situations

and that traumatic experiences alter their behavioural reactions. This gives an indication

that personality may be less permanent than previously assumed, and may actually

develop over time. Although there are innate characteristics ofpersonality, it is likely

shaped by life experiences.
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4.0 BERAVIOURAL UNIFORMITY OR DIVERSITY? EFFECTS ON
BEHAVIOUR AND PERFORMANCE FOLLOWING REGROUPING

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Regrouping ofunfamiliar pigs is a common management practice, which usually

occurs at several stages ofthe pig's life. Every time pigs are regrouped, a new social

structure must be· formed (Meese and Ewbank 1973). This results in aggression in

which pigs will fight intensely for approximately two hours. Less intense fighting will

continue to occur over the next couple of days, until a relatively stable structure or

organization is formed.

The aggression that results is a serious animal welfare concern. This concern has

prompted many studies to investigate methods of reducing the regrouping aggression.

Some examples that have not been very successful include masking odours, using

sedatives (Luescher et al. 1990), providing hide areas (McGlone and Curtis 1985;

Luescher et al. 1990) and environmental enrichment (Schaefer et al. 1990; Arey and

Franklin 1995).

Pre-exposure ofunfamiliar pigs prior to regrouping has yielded variable results,

being somewhat successful (Fraser 1974; Jensen and Yngvesson 1998) or uns~ccessful

(Rushen 1988; Stookey 1991) at reducing aggression in different studies. The use of

individual reactions to non"'social challenges (such as response to restraint) and age as

predictive tools to determine which pigs would fight with unfamiliar pigs did not prove
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to be successful (Jensen 1994). However, individual aggression in response to a social

challenge (resident-intruder test) did prove to be successful for predicting levels of

regrouping aggression (Erhard et al. 1997).

There has been evidence suggesting that regrouping pigs into behaviourally

diverse groups results in less aggression and better performance (Hessing et al. 1994).

The hypotheses of this study are that 'pre-forming' a stable dominance hierarchy based

on behavioural characteristics is possible and that diversity will result in greater social

stability than uniformity. The objective was to determine the effects ofregrouping pigs

into either behaviourally uniform or diverse groups, based on their response in a novel

arena test, on subsequent aggression, willingness to approach and average daily gain.

4.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

4.2.1 Facilities and Animals

Two blocks, based on starting week, of this study were conducted. A total of

222 pigs obtained from 23 litters were weaned into the nursery for initial assessment

(Pig Improvement Company hybrids, Airdrie, Alberta). A total of 184 pigs were studied

during the grow-finish phase (92 pigs per block). All pigs were cared for according to

standard procedures, following the Canadian Code of Practice (Agriculture and Agri

Food Canada, 1993) for space allowance and temperature requirements. Pelleted diets

were formulated to meet the nutritional requirements of the pigs (National Research

Council 1998). All piglets were ear notched for individual identification. Male piglets

were castrated at three days of age and all pigs were weaned and individually weighed at

three weeks of age. While in the farrowing facility, pigs were housed in farrowing
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crates equipped with heat lamps. While in the nursery facility, pigs were housed as

intact litters in raised weaner decks with plastic coated expanded metal flooring. At the

end of the nursery phase, pigs had an average body weight of21.7 kg and a space

allowance of0.27 m2 per pig (based on 0.035*Body Weight667
). The pen walls were

metal spindles. The pigs were housed under thermoneutral conditions and had access to

feed and water ad-libitum.

At eight weeks of age each pig was ear-tagged, weighed and moved into the

grow-finish facility. The pigs were housed in floor pens with fully slatted concrete

floors. At the end of this experiment, the pigs had an average body weight of 75 kg and

their space allowance was 0.62 m2 per pig. Thermoneutral conditions were maintained

and the pigs continued to have access to feed and water ad-libitum. This research

protocol was approved by the University ofSaskatchewan's Animal Care Committee

(#20000004-Renewed), which is regulated by the Canadian Council on Animal Care.

4.2.2 Formation of Treatment Groups and Data Collection

Based on the reliability of the novel arena test (Chapter 3; Hayne and Gonyou

2003), this test was used to assess the pre-treatment behaviour and characterization of

each pig during the nursery phase at four (nursery Test 1) and seven (nursery Test 2)

weeks of age, and the post-treatment responses during the grow-finish phase at 12

(grow-finish Test 3) and 17 (grow-finish Test 4) weeks of age. The arena had six sides,

each at a height of 1.25 m, and a diameter of2.0 m. Each pig was given two minutes to

acclimate to the new environment. In tests during the nursery, the novel person entered
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the arena and sat stationary away from the pig, but stood erect during tests in the grow

finish phase (for more details see Chapter 3). The following information was recorded

for three minutes:

1) Time taken to approach within 0.5 m ofthe human

2) Total time pig spends within 0.5 m of the human

3) Time taken to interact with (contact) the human

4) The number of interactions with the human and any biting, nosing, or

JumpIng

The pigs were categorized based on their pre-treatment willingness to approach

during the novel arena test and classified either as slow (83-180 s; slowest 33%),

medium (32-79 s; middle 33%) or fast (0-27 s; fastest 33%) to approach. The

regrouping treatments were determined based on these classifications. Pigs were

regrouped to form either behaviourally uniform or diverse groups, or remained as intact

litters to serve as a control. The uniform groups were comprised entirely ofpigs that

were ofthe same behavioural classification: either all slow or all fast. To form the

diverse groups, four slow, four medium and four fast pigs were combined. The

proportion of familiar dyads did not exceed 10% within each regrouped pen. In

summary for both blocks (four pens per treatment):

-Litters remained intact, each with ten pigs: Intact

-All slow to approach, 12 pigs per pen: Uniform Slow

-All fast to approach, 12 pigs per pen: Uniform Fast

-Four slow, four medium, and four fast pigs: Diverse
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The pigs were weighed and regrouped upon their move into the grow-finish

room at eight weeks ofage. Final pig weights were determined at 17 weeks ofage, such

that overall average daily gain could be calculated.

Immediately following regrouping, the number of fights was recorded for each

pen for one hour during the two hours following regrouping. Four people observed the

eight pens. Each observer recorded the number of fights occurring in a pen for five

minutes and then rotated to the next pen for five minutes (each observer was separated

from the next observer by an unobserved pen). Therefore, each pen was observed for

three five-minute periods by each of four people, resulting in a total of60 minutes per

pen. A fight was defined as the interaction between two or more pigs that lasted at least

ten seconds, in which all the pigs involved were continuously biting and pushing each

other. The results are presented as the number of fights per pig per hour (number of

fights per pen multiplied by the number ofpigs involved in the fight and divided by the

number ofpigs in the pen).

During the grow-finish phase, all pigs were re-tested individually in the novel

arena test at 12 and 17 weeks ofage. The testing procedure was similar to the procedure

used during the nursery phase, except that the person entered the arena and stood erect

and stationary away from the pig.

4.2.3. Statistical Analysis

To determine if the variables collected during the novel arena test would be

extracted in the same direction as in Chapter 3, principal factor analysis was used. The

data collected until the end of the nursery phase and the data collected during the grow-
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finish phase were subjected to separate factor analyses, in order to determine if

regrouping caused a change in factor structure.

The time to approach variable was analyzed using an analysis of variance using a

general linear model procedure (SAS Institute Inc., 1990) to ensure that there were no

pre-treatment differences between those litters that remained intact and those that were

subsequently regrouped, as represented by the diverse treatment (Appendix B, Table

B1). A general linear model was used to determine if there were any differences among

the four regrouping treatments (intact litters, diverse, uniform slow, uniform fast) for the

time to approach, number of fights per pig and average daily gain variables (Appendix

B, Table B2). A planned comparison analysis using a contrast statement in SAS was

used to determine if there was an overall difference between the diverse and uniform

treatments, regardless of approach classification. The effect of regrouping into uniform

or diverse groups or remaining as intact litters on the time to approach and average daily

gain variables was tested within approach classification (fast / slow) in separate analyses

(Appendix B, Table B3). A split plot model was used to analyze the interaction within

the intact and diverse treatments for the time to approach and average daily gain

variables. In this model, the main plot was treatment and the sub-plot was the

willingness to approach classification (Table 4.1). Paired comparisons using Proc

Means in SAS was used to determine iftim~ to approach differed between subsequent

tests within each treatment.
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Table 4.1 Outline of split plot model used to analyze for interactions

Variable tested Degrees of freedom

Block 1

Replicate (Block) 2

Treatment1 1

Replicate*Treatment (Error A) 3

Approach Classification2 2

Treatment*Approach Classification 2

Residual (Error B) 11

ITreatment (intact and diverse)
2Approach Classification (slow, medium and fast)
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In summary, the following statistical analyses were conducted:

1) Time to approach for each of the four tests:

a) Intact versus diverse

b) The four treatments (intact, diverse, uniform slow, uniform fast)

c) Diverse versus overall uniform (uniform slow and uniform fast)

d) Fast pigs within three treatments (intact, diverse, uniform fast)

e) Slow pigs within three treatments (intact, diverse, uniform slow)

f) Interaction between treatment and approach classification

g) Between tests within treatments

2) Number of fights

a) The four treatments (intact, diverse, uniform slow, uniform fast)

b) Diverse versus overall uniform (uniform slow and uniform fast)

3) Average daily gain

a) The four treatments (intact, diverse, uniform slow, uniform fast)

b) Diverse versus overall Uniform (uniform slow and uniform fast)

c) Fast pigs within three treatments (intact, diverse, uniform fast)

d) Slow pigs within three treatments (Intact, diverse, uniform slow)

e) Interaction between treatment and average daily gain
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4.3RE8ULTS

4.3.1 Factor Extraction

Table 4.2 shows the results of the factor analysis of the novel arena test. All the

variables from both tests loaded onto a single factor in both the nursery and grow-finish

phase. The interpretation of the relationship among the variable loadings indicates the

following pattern of responses towards the novel person: the longer it took pigs to

approach, the less time they spent within 0.5 m, the longer it took them to interact and

the fewer interactions they had with the novel person. The nursery factor explained 84%

of the variation and the grow-finish factor explained 69% of the variation in the data set.

4.3.2 Effect on Time to Approach

4.3.2.1 Intact litters versus Diverse

Although the factor scores represent all the data collected during the novel arena

test, they are not useful when attempting to illustrate the responses over time. The

results from the previous study indicated that the habituation response to repeated novel

arena tests is disrupted due to regrouping stress/instability in the social environment, as

indicated by the time to approach variable. The factor structure in the current study, as

in the previous study, indicated-that the length of time the pig took to approach the novel

person was very descriptive of the primary factor. Therefore, the focus continued to be

on the effects of regrouping on time to approach, and this variable was used to illustrate
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Table 4.2 Factor extraction for the nursery and grow-finish novel arena test data.

Factors Variable

Nursery Factor:

Loading

Level of Approachability

Grow...Finish Factor:

Level of Approachability

Time to approach within 0.5 m of human (Test 1 /2)

Time to interact with human (Test 1 /2)

Time spent within 0.5 m ofhuman (Test 1 /2)

Number of interactions with human (Test 1 /2)

Time to approach within 0.5 m of human (Test 3 / 4)

Time to interact with human (Test 3/4)

Time spent within 0.5 m of human (Test 3 /4)

Number of interactions with human (Test 3/4)

0.79/0.77

0.85/0.84

-0.85/-0.76

-0.84/-0.77

0.71/0.75

0.77/0.78

-0.71 / -0.60

-0.75/-0.57



the pattern of responses over time (Figure 4.1). During the nursery phase, there were no

significant differences in time to approach during the novel arena test for those litters

that would remain intact and those that were subsequently regrouped into the diverse

treatment (Test 1: P>O.I; Test 2: P>O.I; Figure 4.1).

There was a marginally significant difference in time to approach during the

third test, conducted in the grow-finish phase, and a significant difference during the

fourth test. The regrouped pigs (in the diverse treatment) took longer to approach within

0.5 m of the novel person than those litters that remained intact during the fourth test

(P=0.02).

4.3.2.2. The Four Treatments (intact, diverse, uniform slow, uniform fast)

A comparison of the time to approach among the four treatments from this study

is illustrated in Figure 4.2. The consistency in responses can be observed during the first

two tests in the nursery period when no regrouping occurred. The uniform slow

treatment had a significant decrease in time to approach from test 2 to 3 (P<O.OOl);

whereas, uniform fast showed an increase (P<O.OI). However, a significant difference

between uniform slow and uniform fast was maintained in test 3 (P<O.OI). In test 4, the

uniform slow and uniform fast treatments were similar in time to approach (P>O.I). The

only significant difference among the four treatments in test 4 was between diverse and

uniform fast (P=0.04). Overall, regardless of the uniform regrouping strategy, there

were no differences in time to approach for pigs in the diverse or uniform treatments

(P>O.l).
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*Significant differences in Test 3 between Uniform Slow and Uniform Fast (P<O.Ol).
**Significant differences in Test 4 between Diverse and Uniform Fast (P<0.05).
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4.3.2.3. The Fast Pigs (in the intact litters, diverse, and uniform fast1:reatments) / The

Slow Pigs (in the intact litters, diverse, and uniform slow treatments).

A comparison of the same categories (fast or slow) within the different

treatments is illustrated in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. The intact-fast, diverse-fast and uniform

fast did not differ during the nursery period (pre-regrouping) and were consistent from

test one to two (Figure 4.3). Similarly, the intact-slow, diverse-slow and uniform-slow

did not differ and were consistent from test one to two during the nursery period (Figure

4.4). The comparison of the fast pigs among the treatments during test three indicates

that intact-fast took longer to approach than diverse-fast (P=0.02) and tended to take

longer than uniform-fast (P=0.09). There was no difference between diverse-fast and

uniform-fast (P>O.I). By the fourth test, there were no differences among the treatments

for fast pigs (P>O.I). The intact-fast pigs significantly increased their time to approach

from test two to three (P=O.05; Figure 4.3), and then significantly decreased from test

three to four (P=O.02). A similar pattern was followed for the uniform fast pigs, with an

increase in time to approach from test two to three (P<O.Ol) and a decrease from test

three to four (P<O.OI). There were no changes in time to approach by diverse-fast pigs

(P>O.I).

There were no differences in time to approach for slow pigs among the

treatments during the third test (P>O.I). There was a marginally significant difference

during the fourth test between intact-slow and diverse-slow, with intact-slow being

faster to approach than diverse-slow (P=O.06; Figure 4.4). There was a decrease in time
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Figure 4.3. Effect of regrouping strategy on the time to approach a novel person during
a novel arena test by fast pigs in the treatments (mean±SEM). Pre-regrouping (Test 1
and 2) and Post-regrouping (Test 3 and 4). The shaded area shows pre-treatment values.
*Significant differences in Test 3 between intact-fast and diverse-fast (P=O.02). Intact
fast and uniform-fast: xSignificant difference between Test 2 and 3 (P<O.05). Intact-fast
and uniform-fast: YSignificant difference between Test 3 and 4 (P<O.05).
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Figure 4.4. Effect ofregrouping strategy on the time to approach a novel person during
a novel arena test by slow pigs in treatments (mean±SEM). Pre-regrouping (Test 1 and
2) and Post-regrouping (Test 3 and 4). The shaded area shows pre-treatment values.
The shaded box shows that the samples were similar prior to regrouping. All treatments:
XSignificant difference between Test 2 and 3 (P<O.05). Intact-slow and uniform-slow:
YDifference between Test 3 and 4 (P<O.OI).
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to approach from test two to three by pigs in the intact-slow, diverse-slow and uniform

slow treatments (P=O.02, P=O.05 and P<O.Ol, respectively; Figure 4.4). Pigs in the

intact-slow and uniform-slow also decreased their time to approach from test three to

four (P<O.Ol).

4.3.2.4. The Interaction between Treatment and Approach Classification

There were no significant interactions found for test three (P>O.l) or test four

(P>O.l) (Figure 4.5). Also, there were no significant differences in approach

classification (slow, medium or fast; P>O.l), regardless of treatment (Figure 4.6).

During the nursery period, the slow, medium and fast pigs were consistent from

test one to two, regardless ofwhether they were to remain in intact litters or were

subsequently regrouped into the diverse treatment (Figure 4.5). After regrouping, the

intact-medium and intact-fast pigs increased their time to approach in the third novel

arena test such that they no longer differed from the diverse-medium (which remained

similar to the previous test) and the intact-slow and diverse-slow, which approached

more quickly than in the previous tests. Only the diverse-fast pigs, which continued to

approach quickly, differed from the other treatment combinations (P<O.05). By test

four, there was a dramatic decrease in time to approach for all the pigs within the intact

litter treatment, such that, their final responses by test four were similar and did not

differ from the diverse-medium and diverse-fast pigs. The slow pigs in the diverse

treatment maintained a slower time to approach, which resulted in significant differences
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Figure 4.5. Comparison of the time to approach a novel person in the four novel arena
tests by the slow, medium and fast pigs in the IntactLitters (I) and Diverse (D)
treatments (mean±SEM). The shaded area shows pre-treatment values. Only data from
post-regrouping period analyzed. *Significant differences between intact-slow / intact
medium and diverse-fast and diverse-slow and diverse-fast in Test 3 (P<O.Ol).
*Significant differences between intact-slow and diverse-slow (P=O.03), intact-medium
and diverse-slow (P=O.04) and intact-fast and diverse-slow (P=O.03) in Test 4.
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Figure 4.6. Comparison of slow, medium and fast approaching pigs regardless of
treatment (mean±SEM). The shaded area shows pre-treatment values.
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between them and all other treatment combinations (P<0.05). Whereas, the initially

slow, medium and fast pigs in the intact treatment, all approached quickly and could not

be differentiated by test four, those in the diverse treatment maintained their initial

classifications of slow, medium and fast.

4.3.3 Effect on Aggression

Less fighting occurred among pigs that remained with their littermates compared

with the three regrouping treatments (fights per pig per hour: IntactLitters = 0.45 ± 0.45

versus Diverse = 3.61 ± 0.45; Uniform Slow = 4.38 ± 0.45; Uniform Fast = 4.52 ± 0.45;

P<O.OI; Table 4.3). Overall, regardless of the uniform regrouping strategy, pigs in the

diverse treatment tended to fight less than pigs in the uniform treatments (P=O.08).

4.3.4 Effect on Average Daily Gain

4.3.4.1 The Four Treatments (intact, diverse, uniform slow and uniform fast)

Pigs that remained as intact litters tended to grow faster than those that were

regrouped into the uniform fast treatment (803 and 805 ± 22 g/day, respectively; P=0.09;

Table 4.3). Overall, regardless of the uniform regrouping strategy, there were no

differences in average daily gain for pigs in the diverse treatment compared with pigs in

the uniform treatments (P>O.l).
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Table 4.3. Effect of regrouping strategy on fighting behaviour during two hours post
regrouping and average daily gain during the grow-finish phase

Treatments

I

Number of fights per pig 0.45a

Average daily gain (g/day) 862.5x

D

3.61b

839.6xy

us

816.0xy

UF SEM

0.45

21.6

Treatments: I (Intact), D (Diverse), US (Uniform Slow), UF (Uniform Fast)
a, b Means within the same row not sharing a letter are different at P<O.O1
x, Y Means within the same row not sharing a letter are different at P<O.lO
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4.3.4.2. The Fast Pigs (in the intact litters, diverse, and uniform fast treatments) / The

Slow Pigs (in the intact litters, diverse, and uniform slow treatments).

There were no significant differences in average daily gain among the fast pigs in

the intact, diverse or uniform treatments (P>O.l; Table 4.4). Similar to the fast pigs,

there were also no significant differences in average daily gain found among the slow

pigs in the intact, diverse or uniform treatments (P>O.l; Table 4.4).

4.3.4.3. The Interaction between Treatment (Intact versus. Diverse) and Approach

Classification

There were no significant interactions between treatment and approach

classification for average daily gain (P>O.l). However, the analysis of approach

classification indicates that slow pigs grew significantly more rapidly than fast pigs,

regardless of treatment (P=O.04) (Table 4.5). The slow and medium pigs in the intact

treatment and the slow pigs in the diverse treatment gained significantly more weight

than the medium pigs in the diverse treatment (P<O.Ol, P=O.02 and P=O.02, respectively;

Figure 4.7). There were tendencies for fast pigs in the intact treatment to gain less

weight than medium pigs in the intact treatment and slow pigs in the diverse treatment

(P=O.09 and P=O.1, respectively). Fast pigs in the diverse treatment tended to gain less

weight than slow pigs in the intact treatment (P=O.08).
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Table 4.4. Effect of regrouping strategy on the average daily gain of fast and slow pigs
within the intact, diverse and uniform treatments during the grow-finish phase. Mean
(SEM)

Treatments

Intact Diverse Uniform

Average daily gain (g/day)

Fast 823.0 (19.5) 840.1 (15.9) 804.6 (15.9)

Slow 889.6 (31.5) 873.0 (31.5) 816.0 (31.5)

Table 4.5. Average daily gain (g/day) of slow, medium and fast pigs within the intact
and diverse treatments during the grow-finish phase. Mean (SEM)

Treatments

Intact Diverse Average

Approach Classification

Slow 889.6 (17.5)a 873.0 (17.5)a 881.3 (13.8)a

Medium 875.2 (17.5)ab 805.0 (17.5)b 840.1 (12.4tb

Fast 823.0 (21.5)b 840.1 (17.5)ab 832.0 (l2.4)b

Average 862.6 (21.6) 839.4 (21.6) 851.1

a, b Means within the same column not sharing a letter are different at P<O.05
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4.4 DISCUSSION

The factor analysis of the data collected during the novel arena tests from this

study resulted in the same approachability factor being extracted as in the previous study

(Chapter 3). A simpler solution resulted from the grow-finish data, with only one factor

being extracted with all the variables from both novel arena tests loading in the same

direction onto a single factor (as opposed to two approachability factors that resulted in

the previous study). Perhaps the simpler solution and greater amount ofvariation

explained resulted because of the larger sample size and the inclusion offewer variables

in the analysis. Based on the similarity in factor structures extracted in both studies one

and two, the results indicate an underlying personality factor. As discussed in Chapter 3,

the approachability factor represents a continuum of responses and the relationship

among the other variables measured during the novel arena test can be determined from

the time to approach variable. At one extreme of the continuum, pigs are slower to

approach, slower to interact, have fewer interactions and spend less time within 0.5 m of

the person, which could be interpreted as the adoption of a passive response. Hessing et

al. (1994) and Ruis et al. (2000) labeled pigs that were slower to approach a novel

object, enter a novel environment, were less resistant to a restraint test, and less likely to

engage in aggressive behaviour as adopting a passive response. Whereas, at the other

end of the continuum, pigs are faster to approach, faster to interact, have more

interactions and spend more time within 0.5 m of the person, and could be interpreted as

the adoption of an active response. Hessing et al. (1994) and Ruis et ale (2001b) found

that pigs that adopted an active response to a challenge, were faster to approach a novel

object, but lost interest more quickly.
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It appears that the type of social environment had different effects on the

reactions of fast pigs to the novel arena test, but not on the reactions of the slow pigs.

Ruis et al. (2001b) also found that the behavioural and physiological reactions ofpassive

pigs were less variable during social isolation and novelty tests than the reactions of

active pigs. They suggest that this could indicate that in response to challenges, passive

pigs adapt better. In the current study, the fast pigs in the intact litters and uniform fast

treatments increased their time to approach from test two to three. Both the intact and

uniform fast decreased from test three to four, but the diverse maintained a consistent

time to approach across all four tests. Whereas, the slow pigs all showed the 'typical'

habituation response, with gradual decreases in time to approach over the four tests.

This typical response has been reported by Hemsworth et al. (1986) and appears to be

entirely due to the slow approaching pigs within the population. The authors interpreted

this response as an indication of the degree of fear experienced by the pigs throughout

the repeated tests. The time to approach was shown to decrease over time, which was

interpreted as a decrease in fear over time. However, because the results indicate that

the novel arena test is a useful test for distinguishing among individuals, it would be

expected that different pigs also adapt differently to the test. As a result, perhaps the fast

and slow pigs within the population habituate differently to the novel arena test, and an

increase or decrease in time to approach should be interpreted differently depending on

whether the pig is initially a fast (active) or slow (passive) responder. The increase in

time to approach by fast pigs in the intact treatment during the third test could be an

indication of decreased agitation/emotional arousal/fear and an increase in calmness.

This would then indicate that habituation is occurring for the fast pigs. Likewise, there

was an increase in time to approach by fast pigs in the uniform treatment, but no
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significant increase by fast pigs in the diverse treatment. This would indicate that the

initial regrouping aggression and/or long-term social environment was more stressful for

fast pigs in the diverse treatment than for fast pigs in the uniform treatment, as the fast

pigs in the diverse treatment maintained a relatively consistent time to approach. By the

fourth test, the fast pigs in the intact and uniform treatments showed dramatic decreases

in time to approach. This could be an indication that following a period of calmness in

association with the novel arena test, the fast pigs then show what would be considered

the typical habituation response with a decrease in time to approach. However, the slow

pigs in the intact litters, diverse and uniform slow treatments all followed the same

pattern of gradual habituation to the test. This again suggests that the slow pigs

(presumably adopting a passive response) experienced less stress and emotional arousal,

regardless of the social environment; therefore their habituation to the test was not

disrupted.

Ruis et a1. (2001 b) also suggested that the greater emotional arousal experienced

by socially isolated gilts may have disrupted the habituation process to a novel object

test by maintaining fear of the challenging situation. Fear and/or exploratory motivation

are known to occur in novel situations (Boissy and Bouissou 1995). Excitability in a

novel environment has been characterized by increased locomotory activities and

adrenocortical responses, which may represent fear (von Borell and Ladewig 1992).

The unpredictability and lack of control in the situation may contribute to the fear and

anxiety experienced (Ruis et a!. 2002). Emotionally aroused individuals may become

excitable due to fear and/or exploratory motivation. Therefore, in the current study, the

initial approach speed among fast pigs may actually represent the degree of excitability.

Faster approach speeds may represent higher levels of excitability and greater emotional
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arousal (such as fear and/or exploratory motivation). Although, according to

Hemsworth et al. (1986)'s work, decreasing approach speed has been suggested to

represent habituation, which indicates decreasing fearfulness. However, their data has

been explained on the basis of overall means, not differences within approach speeds.

Furthermore, in the current study, the fast pigs start out fast and maintain a fast approach

time, which may, in fact, mean that this active response represents a maintenance of a

heightened emotional arousal and excitability throughout all the tests (perhaps they are

also more agitated), which results in a state of chronic stress. Whereas, the slow pigs

(adopting a passive response) initially start out cautious and wary in a stressful situation,

but are calmer and less emotionally reactive.

Regrouping aggression is thought to have less of an affect on passive individuals,

and therefore they calmly adapt and adjust to the novel arena test. In the case ofpassive

individuals, their decrease in time to approach probably represents decreased fear.

Passive individuals have greater behavioural flexibility, adapt faster to change and

therefore are more successful in variable environments compared to active individuals

(Mendl and Deag 1995). As was cited earlier, Hessing et al. (1994) and Ruis et al.

(2002) also found "that active responders had shorter approach latencies to novel objects.

Ruis et al. (2001 b) found that pigs that were classified as low resistant to restraint

(adopting a passive response) recovered from social isolation faster than those pigs that

were classified as high resistant to restraint (adopting an active response). The lower

parasympathetic response experienced by low resistant pigs in a novel situation suggests

that they were less stressed. The high resistant pigs were more restless at the beginning
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of isolation. Animals adopting an active response tend to be more restless as they

actively attempt to remove the stressor or themselves from the stressful situation (Benus

et al. 1991; Koolhaas et al. 1999).

However, in the current study, the type of social environment did not have an

effect on overall average daily gain. There were no differences among the fast pigs in

the intact, diverse or uniform treatments. Likewise, the overall average daily gain was

similar for the slow pigs in the intact, diverse, and uniform treatments. The final novel

arena test and final weights were determined during the same week. The responses to

the final novel arena test indicate that all pigs, regardless of social environment,

eventually habituated to the test. Perhaps the overall average daily gain is a reflection of

a point when stability within the social structure has been reached in all the social

environments. Therefore, individuals have found their place in the hierarchy, the stress

has subsided and no differences were observed in their average daily gain.

When the time to approach variable for the intact litters and diverse treatments

was compared, a similar pattern was observed as in Chapter 3 (Figure 4.1). As expected,

there were no differences between the intact litters and subsequently regrouped pigs

during the nursery period, indicating that the populations were similar. By the fourth

test in the grow-finish period, the patterns in studies one and two were the same, where

intact pigs habituated to the test, but regrouped pigs maintained a consistent time to

approach from test three to four, showing a lack ofhabituation. This provides further

support that the stress experienced froin regrouping or social instability may be

generalized and long lasting. Although the overt fighting decreases over the first 24
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hours post-regrouping, other research has suggested that less obvious threats and

subordination persist once a dominance hierarchy has been formed, which can lead to

continuous social stress (Jensen 1982; Stookey and Gonyou 1994).

Overall, regardless of being regrouped or remaining as intact litters, the slow,

medium and fast pigs did not differ in their time to approach during test three and four.

Also, regrouping and approach classification did not interact. However, it is interesting

to discuss the patterns of habituation by the slow, medium and fast pigs within the intact

and diverse treatments. Within the intact litter treatment, there was a decrease in time to

approach by slow pigs by the third test, whereas the medium and fast pigs had a slight

increase in time to approach. The slow, medium and fast pigs all habituated by the

fourth test. Even though the pigs in the intact litter treatment did not experience the

stress associated with regrouping, there is likely stress associated with being moved and

adjusting to a new pen environment. Some fighting was observed but it was

significantly less than that observed in the other three treatments. It has been suggested

that a new pen environment will elicit fighting among familiar pigs (Friend et aI. 1983;

McGlone et ai. 1987). The slow (passive) pigs do not appear to have been affected by

the change, as they gradually habituated.

Likewise, the increase in time to approach by the medium and fast pigs during

the third test could indicate that they are calmer and less agitated and therefore also

unaffected by the change. The decrease in time to approach by the medium and fast pigs

during the fourth test could indicate that, following a state of calmness during the third

test, they then habituated. The results of the overall average daily gain indicate that slow

pigs gained more weight than fast pigs and medium pigs were not·different from slow or

fast pigs. The slow (passive) pigs were likely less active, and therefore gained more
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weight as a result. The fast (active) pigs likely wasted energy with greater activity and

gained less weight as a consequence. Gonyou et aI. (1998) also found that weight gain

was faster for less active pigs.

Within the diverse treatment, the patterns ofhabituation among the slow,

medium and fast pigs were slightly different compared with the intact treatment. The

slow pigs showed a habituation response, but it was more gradual than the slow pigs in

the intact treatment. The fact that they were habituating to the test provides additional

support that the regrouping stress did not affect them to the same degree as the medium

and fast pigs. The medium and fast pigs were very consistent in their time to approach

across the four tests. Again, this suggests that for the individuals that are initially

emotionally aroused, the stress associated with regrouping was more detrimental as

evidenced by the consistency of their approach times. With respect to weight gain, the

medium pigs grew less than the slow and fast pigs in the diverse treatment-. Other

research has found that middle-ranking individuals have difficulty finding their

appropriate position in the hierarchy, and persist in competing with higher-ranking

individuals (Mendl and Deag 1995). The continuous defeat they experience, without

any rewards, results in chronic stress. The results from the current study aIso indicate

that the medium pigs within the diverse treatment may have experienced the most stress

associated with regrouping. Th~y did not show habituation to the novel arena test and

gained the least amount of weight.

The analysis of diversity versus uniformity did not indicate any differences

among the variables. The time taken to approach for each of the four treatments

remained consistent relative to each other throughout the nursery. The greater decrease

in time to approach from the second to third test by the uniform slow treatment indicates
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that the pigs in this treatment are habituating to the test over time. This could indicate

that pigs in the uniform slow treatment experienced minimal regrouping stress and faster

social stability. Pigs that are slow to approach could be considered as adopting a passive

response. By grouping all passive individuals together, it is possible that the majority of

pigs within the group would be more willing to accept a subordinate status. Therefore,

although there was a similar amount of fighting observed within the diverse, uniform

slow and uniform fast treatments, the nature of that fighting could have differed. This

would explain why the overall response within the uniform slow treatment does not

indicate difficulty habituating to the test, thus indicating a less traumatic experience with

regrouping. Regrouping all low aggressive pigs (passive copers) together has been

found to result in less fighti~g and faster social stability (Erhard et al. 1997). They

suggest that the low aggressive pigs do not tend to form strong social bonds in any

situation, and this causes faster social integration. However, low aggressive pigs in the

diverse treatment did not show the same speed ofsocial integration, based on lying

preferences. The authors suggest that the pigs may be responding to threats by the high

aggressive pigs in the pen, which could result in chronic stress. However, others have

found that faster social stability and greater performance was achieved through a diverse

group composition of resistant and non-resistant pigs (Hessing et al. 1993); whereas

behavioural uniformity was found to result in social instability and poor performance.

However, both Hessing et al. (1994) and Erhard et al. (1997) found that the type of

behavioural uniformity determined the degree of social instability. Both authors found

that grouping pigs adopting an active response to a challenge, resulted in the most

aggression and the lowest productivity. A similar tendency was found in the current

study with the uniform fast treatment. Pigs in the uniform fast treatment fought more
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and tended to gain less weight than pigs in the intact litters. These results would suggest

that they experienced more regrouping stress. The diverse treatment maintained a longer

time to approach compared to the intact litters and uniform fast treatments by the fourth

test. This lack of habituation compared with the other treatments suggests that the stress

associated with regrouping could be chronic. It requires 24 to 48 hours for pigs to

establish a stable dominance hierarchy (Meese and Ewbank 1973). However, the degree

of stability reached after one or two days has been questioned (Gonyou et al. 1988;

Stookey and Gonyou 1994; Ruis et aI. 2001a). It has been suggested that more subtle

threats within an established hierarchy leads to chronic stress for subordinate

individuals, and results in a lack of group stability and decreased performance over an

extended period of time.

The results from the current study indicate that the pigs in the diverse treatment

gained 35 g/day more than the pigs in the uniform fast treatment, and 24 g/day more

than pigs in the uniform slow treatment. Although these differences were not found to

be significantly different, it is interesting to note that Hessing et aI. (1994) found similar

differences in weight gain between their diverse and uniform treatments. Pigs in their

study were regrouped based on the degree to which they resisted restraint; such that,

they had a diverse treatment consisting of resistant and non-resistant pigs that gained 40

g/day more than the pigs in their uniform treatment which consisted of all resistant pigs.

Likewise, the difference in average daily gain between the pigs in their diverse and

uniform (all non-resistant) treatments was 28 g/day. The results from the current study

indicate that the growth pattern among the four treatments was mirrored by the pattern

of aggression; such that, the treatments that tended to grow better, also tended to

experience less regrouping aggression (Average daily gain: intact>diverse>uniform
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slow>uniform fast; Aggression: intact<diverse<uniform slow<uniform fast). Hessing et

al. (1994) found a similar pattern of growth and aggression among their treatments of all

resistant (gained the least, fought the most), all non-resistant (tended to gain more than

all resistant, but less than the combination treatment; fought less than all resistant,

similar to the combination treatment) and the combination of resistant and non-resistant

(gained more, fought less; than all resistant).

4.5 CONCLUSIONS

The factor analysis extracted an approachability factor, similar to the one found

by Hayne and Gonyou (2003). This provides further support that the novel arena test

consistently distinguishes individuals based on a behavioural/personality trait. Similar

to the results found in Hayne and Gonyou (2003), regrouping was found to disrupt the

typical habituation response to the novel arena test. Furthermore, the results from this

study indicate that initially slow, medium and fast approaching pigs habituate differently

to the test.

The slow approaching pigs did not appear to be affected by any of the regrouping

strategies. They all habituated similarly and gained similar amounts ofweight. The

theory is that this is a reduction of fear as suggested by Hemsworth et al. (1986).

However, the fast approaching pigs may actually have different patterns ofhabituation,

depending on whether (and to what degree) they experienced regrouping stress. It also

appears that the type of social environment affects the slow, medium and fast

approaching pigs differently. Within the intact treatment, all three types ofpigs show

habituation to the test. The difference in weight gain between the slow and fast
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approaching pigs in this treatment could be attributed to differences in activity levels, as

opposed to differences in stress levels. However, the slow, medium and fast

approaching pigs that experienced regrouping in the diverse treatment, did not show the

same degree of habituation. The medium pigs gained the least amount of weight, which

could be attributed to differences in stress levels.

The type of regrouping strategy was found to affect a number ofparameters.

Overall, the uniform fast treatment resulted in more aggression and tended to result in

less weight gain compared with the intact litter treatment.

The regrouping strategies used in this study resulted in complex social dynamics

that had different consequences for different types ofpigs. Overall, diversity appeared

to be the best option for regrouping pigs, compared with uniformity. However, when the

individuals within the treatments were examined in more detail, it was obvious that

some types were more affected by the regrouping stress or the social environment than

others.
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5.0 BEHAVIOURAL CONDITIONING AND REGROUPING STRATEGIES

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The reaction of domestic animals to humans is greatly influenced by their

previous experiences. Negative experiences result in greater fear responses towards

humans, which has deleterious effects on their productivity and welfare (Hemsworth et

al. 1986; Hemsworth and Barnett 1991). It is less clear ifpositive handling improves

productivity or welfare.

Calves have been shown to respond to positive handling with decreased fear of

humans and less difficulty during handling and loading (Lensink et al. 2000b, 2001;

Boissy and Bouissou 1988). Some research has suggested that what humans consider to

be positive human-animal interactions (such as petting and brushing), may not be

perceived as such by beef cattle (Hemsworth et al. 1996; Boivin et al. 1998); whereas

positive human-animal interactions (petting or rubbing) with pigs decreased their time to

subsequent interactions with humans, indicating that pigs perceive the experience as

rewarding (Hemsworth et aI. 1996). The stress associated with social isolation in novel

surroundings during milking was not alleviated by positive human contact (Rushen et al.

2001). Similarly, there was a negative correlation found between positive human-animal

interactions and milk yield (Hemsworth et al. 2000).
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There have been contradictory findings in regards to whether a reduction in fear

ofhumans results in a reduction of fear of other stimuli, through stimulus generalization.

Research on quail and chickens has suggested that the reduction in fear towards humans

through positive interactions does not generalize to other fear-producing stimuli (Jones

et al. 1991; Jones and Waddington 1992). However, research on goats and pigs has

indicated that if the fear of humans is reduced, then the fear of novelty is also reduced

(Lyons 1989; Hemsworth et al. 1996).

The hypotheses of this study are that conditioning pigs to frequent non-stressful

interactions with humans will improve the pigs' ability to deal with stressful and novel

situations. Therefore, the objectives were to determine if the pigs' response to novelty

changes due to the increased amount ofhuman interaction; to determine if regrouping

aggression is decreased based on regrouping strategies involving the 'conditioned' or

'unconditioned' pigs; and to determine the effect of these regrouping strategies on

approachability, salivary cortisol concentration and average daily gain.

5.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

5.2.1 Facilities and Animals

Two blocks, based on starting week, of this study were conducted. There were a

total of228 pigs obtained from 24 litters (12 litters per block) (Pig Improvement

Company hybrids, Airdrie, Alberta) weaned into the nursery for initial assessment. A

total of 180 pigs were used during the grow-finish phase (l08 pigs in block one and 72

pigs in block two). All pigs were cared for according to standard procedures, following
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the Canadian Code of Practice (Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada 1993) for space

allowance and temperature requirements. Pelleted diets were formulated to meet the

nutritional requirements of the pigs (National Research Council 1998). All piglets were

ear notched for individual identification. Male piglets were castrated at three days of

age and all pigs were weaned at three weeks of age and individually weighed. While in

the farrowing facility, pigs were housed in farrowing crates equipped with heat lamps.

While in the nursery facility, pigs were housed as intact litters in pens on raised weaner

decks with plastic coated expanded metal flooring. The pen walls were solid plastic;

therefore the litters could not see each other. At the end of the nursery phase, pigs had

an average body weight of20.0 kg and a space allowance of 0.26 m2 per pig (based on

0.035*Body Weight667
). The pigs were housed under thermoneutral conditions and had

access to feed and water ad-libitum.

At eight weeks of age each pig was weighed, moved and regrouped into the

grow-finish facility. The regrouping procedure is described below. The pigs were

housed in floor pens with fully slatted concrete floors. The final average weight for the

experimental period was 55.0 k.g, thereby giving a space allowance of0.51 m2 per pig.

Thermoneutral conditions were maintained and all pigs continued to have access to feed

and water ad-libitum. This research protocol was approved by the University of

Saskatchewan's Animal Care Committee (#20000004-Renewed), which is regulated by

the Canadian Council on Animal Care.
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5.2.2 Formation of Treatment Groups and Data Collection

The novel arena test was used to initially assess the behaviour of each pig during

the nursery phase at four (nursery Test 1) and seven (nursery Test 2) weeks of age.

However, in this study, half of litters (six litters per block) were randomly selected to

receive frequent, positive human interaction for ten days (two minutes per day) between

the first and second test. This 'behavioural conditioning' or 'human interaction

treatment' involved the person quietly entering the pigs' pen. For the two minute

session, the person would sit quietly to encourage each pig to approach (Gonyou et al.

1986). After the first couple of sessions, the pigs would immediately approach and

would accept scratches and belly rubs. Due to the behavioural conditioning, the novel

arena test was slightly modified. During each test, a different novel object (instead of a

human) was used to determine the time to approach (Test 1: a red chain spool; Test 2: a

red tail chew; Test 3: a red plastic helmet). Otherwise, the test was conducted as

described in the previous two chapters.

The pigs were categorized based on their approachability to a novel object during

the second novel arena test. We used the second test to classify the pigs (as opposed to

the average of the approach times recorded during the first and second tests), as the

approach behaviour towards humans was likely altered for pigs that were conditioned to

the 'human interaction treatment'. The pigs were classified as either conditioned slow

(16-180 s), unconditioned slow (27-180 s), conditioned fast (0-5 s) or unconditioned fast

(0-7 s) to approach. The regrouping treatments were determined based on these

classifications. Pigs within both the conditioned and unconditioned group were

regrouped to form either behaviourally uniform or diverse groups. The uniform groups
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were pigs that were all slow or all fast to approach. To form the diverse groups, three

slow and three fast pigs were combined. There were six pigs per pen, and each

treatment was replicated five times (three replicates in block one and two replicates in

block two).

In summary for both blocks (five pens per treatment):

-All slow and conditioned: Conditioned uniform slow

-All slow, but were unconditioned: Unconditioned uniform slow

-All fast and were conditioned: Conditioned uniform fast

-All fast, but were unconditioned: Unconditioned uniform fast

-Fast and slow and were conditioned: Conditioned diverse

-Fast and slow that were unconditioned: Unconditioned diverse

The pigs were individually weighed and regrouped as above upon their move

into the grow-finish phase. All pigs were re-tested individually in the novel arena test

and their final weights were determined at 14 weeks of age.

Immediately following regrouping, fighting behaviour was recorded for three

hours for each pen. The number of fights and displacements and the fight duration were

recorded. In block one, two people observed three pens simultaneously and six people

observed two pens simultaneously. In block two, six people each observed two pens

simultaneously. A fight was defined as the interaction between two or more pigs that

lasted at least ten seconds, in which all the pigs involved were continuously biting and

pushing each other. The results are presented as the number of fights per pig per hour
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(number of fights per pen multiplied by the number ofpigs involved in the fight and

divided by the number ofpigs in the pen), the number ofdisplacements per pig, and total

fight duration per pig.

Saliva samples were taken to measure salivary cortisol concentrations. On the

day prior to regrouping, two pigs per subsequent treatment were sampled while still in

the nursery with their littermates. Those same pigs were sampled on days one, three and

five post-regrouping. The procedure involved tying dental floss to a cotton bud, and

allowing the pig to chew on the bud until it was moist (Cook et al. 1996; Ruis et al.

1997). The moistened cotton bud was placed in a centrifuge tube and placed on ice until

all the pigs were sampled. The samples were centrifuged for 20 minutes. The extracted

saliva was then frozen at -20 C until the samples were sent for lab analysis. Cortisol

concentrations were measured using the Clinical AssaysTM GammaCoat™ Cortisol 1251

RIA Kit for cortisol levels in serum, plasma or urine (DiaSorin, Stillwater, MN).

5.2.3 Statistical Analysis

The time to approach (novel arena tests one and two) and average daily gain data

collected during the nursery phase were analyzed by analysis of variance using a general

linear model procedure (SAS Institute Inc., 1990) (Appendix C, Table C1). This was

done to ensure that there were no pre-treatment differences between those pigs that

would be subsequently conditioned to the 'human interaction treatment' and those that

would not receive the conditioning.

For data collected during the grow-finish phase, a general linear model was used

to compare time to approach, fighting behaviour, average daily gain and salivary cortisol
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concentrations between conditioned and unconditioned pigs (Appendix C, Table C1). A

repeated measures analysis using the general linear model procedure was also used to

test for an effect of behavioural conditioning over time on cortisol concentrations.

The above method was also used to compare time to approach, fighting

behaviour, average daily gain and salivary cortisol concentrations among the six

regrouping treatments (conditioned diverse, conditioned uniform slow, conditioned

uniform fast, unconditioned diverse, unconditioned uniform slow, and unconditioned

uniform fast) (Appendix C, Table C2). A planned comparison analysis using a contrast

statement in SAS was used to determine if there was an overall difference between the

diverse and uniform treatments regardless ofbehavioural conditioning. A repeated

measures analysis using the general linear model procedure was also used to test for an

effect of treatment over time on cortisol concentrations. Time to approach, fighting

behaviour, average daily gain and salivary cortisol concentrations were also compared

for fast approaching pigs in the conditioned and unconditioned diverse and uniform

treatments, and for the slow approaching pigs in the four treatments using the same

method (Appendix C, Table C3).

A split plot model was used to investigate the interaction between treatment

(conditioned diverse and unconditioned diverse) and approach classification (slow and

fast) within the conditioned and unconditioned diverse treatments. In this model, the

main plot was treatment, and the sub-plot was the willingness to approach classification

(Table 5.1).
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Table 5.1 Outline of split plot model used to analyze for interactions

Variable tested

Block

Replicate (Block)

Treatment l

Replicate*Treatment (Error A)

Approach Classification2

Treatment*Approach Classification

Residual (Error B)

Degrees of freedom

1

3

1

4

1

1

8

ITreatment (unconditioned diverse and conditioned diverse)
2Approach Classification (slow and fast)
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In summary, the following statistical analyses were conducted:

1) Time to approach

a. Conditioned versus unconditioned (nursery and grow-finish data)

b. The six treatments (conditioned: diverse, uniform slow, uniform fast;

unconditioned: diverse, uniform slow, uniform fast)

c. Diverse versus overall Uniform

d. Fast pigs within the conditioned: diverse, uniform fast;

unconditioned: diverse, uniform fast

e. Slow pigs within the conditioned: diverse, uniform slow;

unconditioned diverse, uniform slow

f. Interaction between treatment and approach classification

2) Aggression (number of fights and displacements and fight duratio~)

a. Conditioned versus unconditioned (grow-finish data)

b. The six treatments (conditioned: diverse, uniform slow, uniform fast;

unconditioned: diverse, uniform slow, uniform fast)

c. Diverse versus overall Uniform

3) Salivary cortisol concentration

a. Conditioned versus unconditioned (grow-finish data)

b. The six treatments (conditioned: diverse, uniform slow, uniform fast;

unconditioned: diverse, uniform slow, uniform fast)

c. Diverse versus overall Uniform

d. Repeated measures analysis
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4) Average daily gain

a. Conditioned versus unconditioned (nursery and grow-finish data)

b. The six treatments (conditioned: diverse, uniform slow, uniform fast;

unconditioned: diverse, uniform slow, uniform fast)

c. Diverse versus overall Uniform

d. Fast pigs within the conditioned: diverse, uniform fast;

unconditioned: diverse, uniform fast

e. Slow pigs within the conditioned: diverse, uniform slow;

unconditioned diverse, uniform slow

f. Interaction between treatment and approach classification

5.3 RESULTS

The pigs' responses to humans definitely changed for pigs that received the

conditioning treatment. Initially, when the conditioning treatment started, pigs would

run away to the opposite end of the pen from where the observer entered. The pigs ran

away less over the course of the conditioning treatment. Towards the end of the two

weeks of conditioning, the pigs started waiting at the end of the pen where the observer

entered. There was an obvious change in the pigs' response to a human entering their

pen.
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5.3.1 Effect on Time to Approach

5.3.1.1. Conditioned versus Unconditioned

During the first novel arena test in nursery, prior to the pigs experiencing the

behavioural conditioning, there was no difference in time to approach a novel object

between the pigs that would subsequently experience behavioural conditioning and those

that would not (P>O.I; Table 5.2). The time to approach did not differ between the

conditioned and unconditioned pigs during the second test following behavioural

conditioning (P>O.l; Table 5.2). The change in time to approach between the first and

second test did not differ between the conditioned and unconditioned pigs (P>O.I).

During the grow-finish phase (third novel arena test), the time to approach a novel object

did not differ between the pigs that were and those that were not conditioned to the

human-interaction treatment (P>O.I; Table 5.2).

5.3.1.2. The Six Treatments

In the third test (during the grow-finish phase at week 14), pigs in the

conditioned uniform fast treatment approached a novel object faster than pigs in the

conditioned uniform slow treatment (P=O.02), pigs in the unconditioned diverse

treatment (P=0.03), and pigs in the unconditioned uniform slow treatment (P=O.OI)

(Table 5.3). The other treatments were intermediate. Overall, regardless of behavioural

conditioning or regrouping strategy, pigs in the diverse treatments approached faster

than pigs in the uniform treatments (P=O.02).
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Table 5.2. Effect of behavioural conditioning in the nursery phase on time to approach a
novel object, aggression, cortisol concentration and average daily gain. Means and SEM
are presented.

Unconditioned Conditioned SEM

Time to approach (s)
Nursery (Test 1) 27.9 22.3 1.6
Nursery (Test 2) 43.2 35.3 4.8
Grow-Finish (Test 3) 37.8 25.6 5.4

Number of fights per pig per hour 2.1 2.3 0.3
Duration of fights per pig (s) 99.8 128.5 22.5
Number of displacements per pig 2.6 2.0 0.5

Salivary cortisol concentration (ug/dL)
Day before regrouping 1.4 1.3 0.2
Day after regrouping 1.0 1.4 0.2
Three days after regrouping 0.8 1.1 0.1
Five days after regrouping 0.7 0.9 0.1

Average daily gain (g/day)
Nursery 423.0 419.3 4.9
Grow-Finish 835.6 811.6 20.7
Test 1: before behavioural conditioning; Test 2: after behavioural conditioning
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Table 5.3. Effect of behavioural conditioning and regrouping strategy on time to approach a novel object (at 14 weeks), aggression,
cortisol concentration and average daily gain among the six regrouping treatments.

Treatments
CD CUF CUS UD UUF UUS SEM

Time to approach (s) 27.2ab 7.2a 42.0b 39.7b 27.8ab 45.0b 9.6

Number of fights per pig per hour 1.7a 1.6a 3.6b 2.9ab 1.9a 1.5a 0.5
Duration of fights per pig (s) 91.0a 76.6a 217.8b 119.6a 79.7a 100.1 a 34.3
Number ofdisplacements per pig 2.7xy 1.5x 1.7x 2.1 xy 4.0Y 1.6x 0.9

Salivary cortisol concentration (ug/dL)
1.5ab 1.4ab 1.9b 1.5ab

I..Q Day before regrouping 1.1 a 0.9a 0.2
N

( Day after regrouping 1.6ab 0.6c 2.0a 1.0bc l.Obc l.2bc 0.3
Three days after regrouping 1.1 1.1 1.1 0.7 0.9 0.7 0.2
Five days after regrouping LOa 0.8ab 0.8ab 0.6b 0.9ab 0.6ab 0.1

Average daily gain (g/day) 826.1 xy 788.3x 820.5xy 847.7Y 850.3Y 808.7xy 24.8

Treatments: CD (conditioned diverse), CUF (conditioned uniform fast), CUS (conditioned uniform slow), UD (unconditioned diverse), UUF (unconditioned
uniform fast), UUS (unconditoned uniform slow).
a, b. C Means within the same row not sharing a letter are different at P<O.05
x. y. Z Means within the same row not sharing a letter are different at P<O.l 0



5.3.1.3. The Fast and Slow Pigs in the Conditioned and Unconditioned Diverse and

Uniform Treatments

The fast approaching pigs in the conditioned uniform fast treatment tended to

approach the novel object faster than the fast approaching pigs in the unconditioned

uniform fast treatment (P=O.07; Table 5.4). There were no differences among the fast

approaching pigs within the conditioned diverse and unconditioned diverse treatments

(P>O.l). The slow approaching pigs did not differ in their time to approach a novel

object when they were compared within the conditioned and unconditioned uniform and

diverse treatments (P>O.l; Table 5.5). There were no significant differences found in

the time to approach a novel object among the fast and slow approaching pigs within the

conditioned diverse and unconditioned diverse treatments (P>O.l; Figure 5.1).

5.3.2 Effect on Aggression

5.3.2.1. Conditioned versus Unconditioned

There were no significant differences in the number of fights observed during

three hours ofobservations post-regrouping between those that were and those that were

not conditioned to the human-interaction treatment in the nursery (P>O.l; Table 5.2).

The duration of fighting, the number of displacements and the fight length also did not

differ between the conditioned and unconditioned groups (P>O.l; Table 5.2).
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Table 5.4. Effect ofbehavioural conditioning in the nursery phase on the time to
approach a novel object and average daily gain by the fast approaching pigs within the
treatments during the grow-finish phase.

Time to approach (s)

CD
Treatments

CU UD UU SEM

7.5

Average daily gain (g/day) 816.0 788.3 842.8 850.3 33.7

Conditioned diverse (CD), conditioned uniform (CU), unconditioned diverse (UD) and unconditioned
unifonn (UU)
a,bMeans within the same row not sharing a letter are different at P<O.l.

Table 5.5. Effect of behavioural conditioning in the nursery phase on the time to
approach a novel object and average daily gain by the slow approaching pigs within the
treatments during the grow-finish phase.

CD
Treatments

CU UD UU SEM

Time to approach (s) 31.0 42.0 62.5 45.0 15.1

Average daily gain (g/day) 836.2 820.5 852.6 808.7 23.6

Conditioned diverse (CD), conditioned uniform (CU), unconditioned diverse (UD) and unconditioned
unifonn (UU) treatments during the grow-finish period.
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Figure 5.1 Effect of behavioural conditioning in the nursery phase on the time to
approach a novel object among the fast and slow approaching pigs during the grow
finish phase within the conditioned diverse (CD) and unconditioned diverse (UD)
treatments during the grow-finish period (mean±SEM).
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5.3.2.2. The Six Treatments

There were significant differences found among the regrouping treatments in the

number of fights. There were fewer fights in the conditioned diverse (P=0.02),

unconditioned uniform slow (P=0.009), the conditioned uniform fast (P=O.OI) and the

unconditioned uniform fast (P=0.03) treatments, compared with the conditioned uniform

slow treatment (Table 5.3). There tended to be fewer fights in the conditioned uniform

fast treatment (P=0.08) and the unconditioned uniform slow treatment (P=0.06)

compared with the unconditioned diverse treatment. Overall, regardless ofbehavioural

conditioning and approach classification, there was a tendency for more fight~ to occur

in the diverse treatment compared with the uniform treatment (P=0.08).

The conditioned diverse, conditioned uniform fast, unconditioned diverse,

unconditioned uniform fast and unconditioned uniform slow treatments all had shorter

fight durations (P=O.OI, 0.008, 0.05, 0.01, and 0.02, respectively) compared with the

conditioned uniform slow treatment (Table 5.3). Overall, regardless of behavioural

conditioning and regrouping strategy, fight duration did not differ between the diverse

and uniform treatments (P>O.I).

There only tended to be differences in the number of displacements among the

treatments. The conditioned uniform fast, conditioned uniform slow and unconditioned

uniform slow treatments all tended to have fewer displacements (P=0.07, 0.09, and 0.08,

respectively)compared with the unconditioned uniform fast treatment (Table 5.3).

Overall, regardless of behavioural conditioning and regrouping strategy, there were no

differences in the number of displacements that occurred among pigs in the diverse and

uniform treatments (P>O.I).
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There were no differences in fight length among the treatments (P>O.l; Table

5.3). Overall, regardless of behavioural conditioning and regrouping strategy, there

were no differences in the length of fights that occurred among pigs in the diverse and

uniform treatments (P>O.l).

5.3.3 Effect on Salivary Cortisol Concentrations

5.3.3.1. Conditioned versus Unconditioned

There were no significant differences in salivary cortisol concentrations between

the conditioned and unconditioned groups the day before or on days one, three or five

post-regrouping (P>O.1; Table 5.2). Results from the repeated measures analysis

indicated that cortisol concentration decreased over time (P<O.OOl). However, there was

not a significant interaction between treatment and the day the sample was taken

(P>O.l), indicating that the reduction in cortisol did not occur in one treatment more than

the other treatment. Thus, there was no effect of behavioural conditioning over time on

salivary cortisol concentration.

5.3.3.2. The Six Treatments

On the day prior to regrouping, those pigs that were subsequently regrouped into

the unconditioned uniform slow treatment tended to have lower concentrations of

salivary cortisol compared with the conditioned uniform fast (P=O.08) and the
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unconditioned uniform fast (P=O.06) treatments (Table 5.3). The cortisol concentration

for the pigs going into the unconditioned uniform slow treatment was less than (P=O.Ol)

those going into the unconditioned diverse treatment. On the first day post-regrouping,

the conditioned uniform fast treatment had a lower concentration than the conditioned

diverse and conditioned uniform slow treatments (P=O.04 and 0.005, respectively). The

unconditioned diverse treatment had a lower concentration than the conditioned uniform

slow treatment (P=O.04), the unconditioned uniform fast treatment had a lower

concentration than the conditioned uniform slow treatment (P=0.03) and the

unconditioned uniform slow treatment had a lower concentration than the conditioned

uniform slow treatment (P=0.05). There were no differences during the third day post

regrouping. However, during the fifth day, the unconditioned diverse treatment had a

lower concentration than the conditioned diverse treatment (P=0.05) and the

unconditioned uniform slow treatment tended to be lower than the conditioned diverse

treatment (P=0.07). Overall, regardless of behavioural conditioning and regrouping

strategy, there were no differences between the diverse and uniform treatments in

cortisol concentration on the day before regrouping or on days one, three or five post

regrouping (P>O.l).

Results from the repeated measures analysis indicated that cortisol concentration

decreased over time (P<O.OOl). The significant interaction between treatment and day

of sampling indicates that certain treatments are contributing more to the overall

decrease in cortisol concentration than others.
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5.3.4 Effect on Average Daily Gain

5.3.4.1. Conditioned versus Unconditioned

There was no difference in average daily gain during the nursery phase between

those pigs that were and those that were not conditioned to the human interaction

treatment in the nursery (P>O.l; Table 5.2). Likewise, pigs did not differ in average

daily gain during the grow-finish phase whether they were or were not conditioned to

the human interaction treatment in the nursery (P>O.l).

5.3.4.2. The Six Treatments

There was a tendency for pigs in the unconditioned diverse and unconditioned

uniform fast treatments to grow faster (P=O.l and 0.09, respectively) than pigs in the

conditioned uniform fast treatment (Table 53). Overall, there were no differences

between pigs in the diverse and pigs in the uniform treatments, regardless of behavioural

conditioning and regrouping strategy (P>O.l).

5.3.4.3. The Fast and Slow Pigs in the Conditioned and Unconditioned Diverse and

Uniform Treatments.

There were no differences in average daily gain found between fast approaching

pigs in the conditioned and unconditioned uniform and diverse treatments (P>O.l; Table

5.4). Likewise, slow approaching pigs did not differ in average daily gain when they
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were compared within the conditioned and unconditioned uniform and diverse

treatments (P>O.l; Table 5.5). There were no differences in average daily gain found

when slow and fast approaching pigs were compare~ in the conditioned and

unconditioned diverse treatments (P>O.l; Figure 5.2).

5.4 DISCUSSION

Part of this study's initial hypothesis was that the human conditioning treatment

would result in pigs becoming less afraid ofhumans, and that the decreased fear

response would be generalized to other stressful situations. If the pigs could learn that

an initially fearful and unfamiliar situation is not that threatening, then perhaps this

lesson would be generalized to other potentially threatening situations. If this

generalization occurred, it would potentially result in a decrease in their fear in response

to novelty, and an increase in their ability to accept a new social environment.

There was an obvious change in the pigs' response to a human entering their pen

following conditioning. However, this change in their response to humans did not

appear to affect their responses to novelty, as there were no differences in time to

approach a novel object during a novel arena test, between those pigs that were

conditioned and those that were not. The amount of aggression, salivary cortisol

concentration, and average daily gain were also not affected by the conditioning

treatment. These findings suggest that modification ofbehavioural responses in one

stressful situation does not affect the responses in a different situation. Other studies

involving different species have reported conflicting results on the issue of stimulus
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Figure 5.2 Effect of behavioural conditioning and regrouping strategy on the average
daily gain among the fast and slow approaching pigs during the grow-finish phase within
the conditioned diverse (CD) and unconditioned diverse (UD) treatments (mean±SEM).
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generalization. Stimulus generalization did not occur for quail or chickens (Jones et al.

1991; Jones and Waddington 1992); but did occur for goats and pigs (Lyons 1989;

Hemsworth et aI. 1996). More research is required to further investigate the hypothesis

of stimulus generalization. Ruis et al. (2001 b) have hypothesized that the type of

individual will determine if stimulus generalization will occur. They found that passive

copers adapted better to social isolation than active copers. They suggest that this could

be indicative of an underlying ability ofpassive copers to adapt better to a variety of

stressors. Passive individuals are known to cope better in stressful situations that are

difficult to control than active individuals (Ruis et al. 2001 b; Chapter 4).

Although there were no overall differences found among the variables due to

conditioning, the results indicate that conditioning had an effect on the slow/passive

pigs. The pigs in the conditioned uniform slow treatment displayed more aggression

based on the greater number of fights and longer fight durations compared with the slow

pigs in the unconditioned uniform slow treatment. This result is difficult to explain,

considering most research has suggested that passive individuals cope better with

stressful situations than active individuals (Ruis et al. 2001 b; Chapter 4). However, the

pigs in the current study were also exposed to behavioural conditioning, which based on

the hypothesis for passive individuals, should have resulted in greater stimulus

generalization and therefore less stress when exposed to unfamiliar pigs. Perhaps the

conditioning procedure resulted in a change in the way pigs behave within a social

setting. The pigs were classified as slow to approach during the novel arena test in

response to a novel object where they were individually tested. However, conditioning

to a human occurred in a group setting; in which those slow pigs could have been

classified as fast to approach (conditioning obviously changed the response of the pigs to
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humans over time). Therefore, the pigs in the conditioned uniform slow treatment may

have actually been active pigs in a group setting, but passive pigs in an individual

setting. Perhaps the conditioning changed otherwise passive pigs into active and

aggressive pigs in a group setting.

Other research has suggested that certain types ofbehavioural uniformity results

in social instability (Hessing et al. 1994; Erhard et al. 1997). Uniform groups consisting

of all active individuals result in more aggression and lower productivity. In the current

study, the greater aggression found in the conditioned uniform slow treatment, suggests

further that this regrouping strategy may consist ofpigs that cope actively in a social

setting, and that conditioning increased the degree ofuniformity. The higher salivary

cortisol concentration on the first day after regrouping for pigs in the conditioned

uniform slow treatment compared with the conditioned uniform fast, unconditioned

uniform fast and unconditioned diverse treatments also suggests that they experienced

more regrouping stress.

5.5 CONCLUSIONS

Behavioural conditioning changed the response ofpigs to humans over time.

However, the increased willingness to approach the human did not affect their

willingness to approach a novel object. Therefore, no evidence was found to support

stimulus generalization.

Overall, conditioning did not affect any of the variables. However, conditioning

did have an effect on slow pigs as evidenced by greater fighting compared with the

unconditioned pigs in the uniform slow treatment. It was suggested that the
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conditioning treatment in a group setting affected the behaviour ofpassive pigs in a

group setting. Conditioning may have also caused a greater degree of uniformity, which

resulted in more fighting compared to the other regrouping treatments.
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6.0 GENERAL DISCUSSION

The study of farm animal behaviour usually involves gathering data that can be

analyzed and inferred to the average animal. However, when it comes to attempting to

solve behavioural/welfare problems, more information is needed on the individuality

among animals.

Understanding how and why animals cope in different ways could solve many of

the welfare problems that exist in current production systems. The social environment

for pigs appears stable once a hierarchy is established, but is easily disrupted if

unfamiliar pigs enter.

The intense fighting that ensues in order to establish a stable hierarchy is an

animal welfare concern. Some animals assume a dominant role, while others are

subordinate~ A better understanding ofbehavioural diversity will lead to a better

understanding of, and more control over, the nature of the social environment. Perhaps

more control over the social environment would lead to reduced aggression and

improved animal welfare. The studies for this thesis were conducted in an attempt to

gain a better understanding ofbehavioural diversity, dynamics within the social

environment and effects of behavioural conditioning on subsequent behaviour.

The novel arena test was found to be a useful method for distinguishing between

individuals, with respect to their willingness to approach a novel human or novel object
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(Chapter 3 and Chapter 4). The normal distribution of responses seems to represent a

behavioural continuum, such that distinct categories were not found to exist. However,

the extremes of the continuum seem to be represented by active (fast to approach) and

passive (slow to approach) responders.

The results from both studies indicated that regrouping stress interfered with the

typical habituation response (also found by Hemsworth et al. 1986) to this type of test.

Pigs in intact litters were shown to reduce their time to approach over time; whereas pigs

that were regrouped maintained similar approach times during the two tests post

regrouping. It appears that an environmental change, associated with a traumatic social

change, made them maintain vigilance during subsequent environmental changes (Le.,

during subsequent tests in the novel arena). This indicates that the effects of social

stress may linger longer than what can be observed occurring within the first 24 hours

after regrouping.

Overall, it appeared that social diversity might be the best option for regrouping

pigs, with the uniform fast treatment resulting in more fighting and the tendency for less

weight gain compared with intact litters (Chapter 4). Interestingly, however, we found

that the type of social environment the pigs were regrouped into had different effects on

the habituation responses to the novel arena test of the different 'types' ofpigs. Slow

pigs followed the typical habituation response, with gradual reductions in their time to

approach, regardless of the social environment in which they were regrouped. This

indicates that social stress did not disrupt habituation for the slow pigs. Fast pigs

increased their time to approach after regrouping, and then decreased it again during the

final test. The pigs in the intact litters showed the greatest increase, followed by those in

the uniform grouping. Pigs in the diverse treatment maintained a relatively consistent
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time to approach. Fast pigs appear to habituate differently to the novel arena test,

depending on their new social environment, with diversity causing a slower adaptation.

Perhaps, the diverse social environment resulted in more social stress, causing a

disruption in habituation. An increase in time to approach by fast pigs following

regrouping seems to indicate less agitation during the test. Similarly, the patterns of

approach times for slow, medium and fast pigs within the intact treatment, where social

stress would be lowest, indicate habituation occurred. Whereas, the patterns for slow,

medium and fast pigs within the diverse treatment indicate that habituation was

disrupted, especially for the medium and fast pigs. This study revealed the complex

nature of social relationships among pigs, and how important it is to consider

individuality when attempting to understand group dynamics.

The attempt to modify coping behaviour was not very successful (Chapter 5).

The hypothesis that reducing the pigs' fear in one situation (in response to humans)

would be generalized into other situations (response to novel objects and stress at

regrouping) was not realized. However, some interesting results suggest that a change in

behaviour within the social group may be generalized to change another behaviour in a

social group but not behaviour in isolation. Such that, the behavioural conditioning

caused the pigs to become comfortable approaching a human in the presence of their pen

mates, but still cautious when alone in response to a novel object. The increased

willingness to approach a person could have changed how initially slow approaching

pigs behave in a group setting, making them more active and behaviourally uniform.

However, the initially slow approaching pigs likely remained passive in an individual

setting, and were therefore classified as slow to approach a novel object during the novel

arena test. Therefore, even though they were classified as passive during the novel arena
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test (individual setting), they may have behaved actively when they were regrouped

(group setting), resulting in more aggression compared with the unconditioned uniform

slow regrouping treatment.

Conventional management methods have assessed similarity among animals and

attempted to meet the needs of the average pig. This series of studies attempted to

recognize the individuality ofpigs, and how management of individual differences

might improve the pigs' experience.
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APPENDIX A

Table AI. Summary of time budget data collected during the suckling, nursery and
grow-finish phases. Mean percentage of time ± standard deviation

Suckling1 Nursery1 Grow-Finish2

Eating 0.13 ± 0.40 13.09 ± 3.80 7.87 ± 2.26

Drinking 0.40 ± 0.60 3.11 ± 1.81 1.69± 0.94

Suckling 15.26 ± 6.44 n/a n/a

Suckling Bout 8.46 ± 2.46 n/a n/a

Lying 43.78 ± 10.8 45.97 ± 9.51 73.26 ± 7.77

Standing 31.02 ± 7.47 35.01 ± 8.39 14.03 ± 6.34

Sitting 0.93 ± 0.82 2.82 ± 2.30 2.81 ± 1.83

Chewing 0.81 ± 0.82 1.51 ±1.13 1.70 ± 1.05

Belly-nosing 0.03 ± 0.18 2.84 ± 3.32 1.78 ± 2.73

IN = 144 observations per pig
2N = 192 observations per pig
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APPENDIXB

Table B1. Outline of model used to analyze the intact litters and diverse treatments in
Chapter 4 (N=8, df=7).

Variable tested

Replicate (Block)

Treatment

Error
IBlock based on startlOg week

Degrees of freedom

1

2

1

3

Table B2. Outline ofmodel used to analyze the intact litters, diverse, uniform slow and
uniform fast treatments in Chapter 4 (N=16, df=15).

Variable tested

Replicate (Block)

Treatment

Error
IBlock based on starting week

Degrees of freedom

1

2

3

9

Table B3. Outline of model used to analyze the fast approaching pigs (in the intact
litters, diverse and uniform fast treatments) and the slow approaching pigs (in the intact
litters, diverse and uniform slow treatments) in Chapter 4 (N=12, df=11).

Variable tested

Replicate (Block)

Treatment

Error
IBlock based on startlOg week

Degrees of freedom

1

2

2

6
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APPENDIXC

Table C 1. Outline ofmodel used to analyze the conditioned and unconditioned
treatments in Chapter 5 (N=10, df=9).

Variable tested

Block1

Replicate (Block)

Treatment

Error
'Block based on startmg week

Degrees of freedom

1

3

1

4

Table C2. Outline of model used to analyze the conditioned diverse, unconditioned
diverse, conditioned uniform slow, unconditioned uniform slow, conditioned uniform
fast, unconditioned uniform fast treatments in Chapter 5 (N=30, df=29).

Variable tested

Block1

Replicate (Block)

Treatment

Error
'Block based on startmg week

Degrees of freedom

1

3

5

20
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Table C3. Outline ofmodel used to analyze the fast pigs (in the unconditioned diverse,
conditioned diverse, unconditioned uniform fast, and conditioned uniform fast
treatments) and the slow approaching pigs (in the unconditioned diverse, conditioned
diverse, unconditioned uniform slow, and conditioned uniform slow treatments) in
Chapter 5. (N=20, df=19).

Variable tested

Block l

Replicate (Block)

Treatment

Error
IBlock based on startmg week

Degrees of freedom

1

3

3

12
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